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LOCAL SMOOTH ISOMETRIC EMBEDDINGS OF

LOW DIMENSIONAL RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

INTO EUCLIDEAN SPACES

GEN NAKAMURA AND YOSHIAKI MAEDA

Abstract. Local smooth isometric embedding problems of low dimensional

Riemannian manifolds into Euclidean spaces are studied. Namely, we prove

the existence of a local smooth isometric embedding of a smooth Riemannian

3-manifold with nonvanishing curvature into Euclidean 6-space. For proving

this, we give a local solvability theorem for a system of a nonlinear PDE of real

principal type.

To obtain the local solvability theorem, we need a tame estimate for the

linearized equation corresponding to the given PDE, which is presented by two

methods. The first is based on the result of Duistermaat-Hörmander which

constructed the exact right inverse for linear PDEs of real principal type by using

Fourier integral operators. The second method uses more various properties of

Fourier integral operators given by Kumano-go, which seems to be a simpler

proof than the above.

Introduction

In the study of isometric embeddings of a Riemannian zi-manifold into Eu-

clidean space, there is the classical question [Y]:

Given a Riemannian n-manifold (Mn ,ds ), is there a local isometric embed-

ding (M" , ds2) into Euclidean space RN, where N = n (n + l)/2 ?

In particular, it is well known that there always exists a local isometric em-

bedding of (M",ds2) into R^, if (Mn ,ds2) is real analytic (cf. [J]). Thus

it is interesting to consider this question in the smooth category. In particular,

we will obtain existence theorems for smooth local isometric embeddings for

« = 2,3. As a typical result, the following theorem is well known (cf. [J]).

Theorem A. Let (M ,ds ) be a C°° Riemannian 2-manifold and p0G M. If

there is a point p0G M such that the Gaussian curvature does not vanish at p0,

then there exists a local C°° isometric embedding of a neighborhood UQ of p0

into R3.

In this paper, we shall prove the three dimensional analogue of the above

theorem.
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Theorem B. Let (M ,ds ) be a C°° Riemannian 3-manifold. If there is a point

p0 G M such that the curvature tensor R(p0) does not vanish, then there exists

a local C°° isometric embedding of a neighborhood U0 of p0 into R6.

We remark that Bryant-Griffiths-Yang [BGY] proved a special case of Theo-

rem B under the assumption:

(*) SigjR(/70)^(0,0),(0,l).

Here SigR(pQ) denotes the signature of R(p0) viewed as a symmetric linear op-

erator acting on the space of 2-forms (cf. §2). They first proved a Nash-Moser

type theorem for a nonlinear PDE whose linearized PDE is either symmetric hy-

perbolic or strongly hyperbolic, and then as its application, they solved the local

isometric embedding problem under the assumption (*). On the other hand,

without the assumption (*) the linearized equation of the isometric embedding

equation is merely of real principal type (cf. [BGY] and §1). Therefore, the

key to the proof of Theorems A-B is to establish the local solvability of the

nonlinear PDE whose linearized operator is a system of real principal type.

In our scheme, we can also recover the result of Lin [L].

Theorem C. Let (M ,ds ) be a C°° Riemannian 2-manifold and fix a point

p0G M. Assume that the Gaussian curvature K at p0 of M satisfies K(p0) = 0

and dK(p0) ¿ 0.

Then there exists a local C°° isometric embedding of a neighborhood U0 of

p0 into R .

As an application of the following local solvability theorem, we shall give a

unified proof of Theorems A-C.

Theorem D. Let <I>(w) be a R valued nonlinear partial differential operator

of order m acting on C°° maps u : R" —> R^ with appropriate smoothness

and boundedness conditions. Assume that Q>(u) is Fréchet differentiable in any

Sobolev space of order greater than m + n/2 and denote its derivative by <!>'(«).

Let x0 G R" and uQ G C°°(UQ,R ). Assume that there exists an open set

U such that Q>'(u0) is an N x N-system of real principal type on U and U

is pseudoconvex with respect to Q>'(u0) and has the transversality property for

<I>'(«0) (see §1 for the precise definition). Then there exists a neighborhood Ux c

U of x0, s0gZ+, and r\ > 0 such that for any g G C°°(UX) with

(0.1) llc?-<I>(Wo)ll//«o(f7l)<'/'

there exists u G Coc(R" ,RN) satisfying

(0.2) ®(u) = g   inUx.

As we shall see in Appendix B, our proof of Theorem D is based on the

Nash-Moser type implicit function theorem. Since the linearized equation

(0.3) <tf'{u)v = h
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in an open neighborhood Ux of x0 does not have uniqueness of solutions,

we cannot obtain the higher regularity estimate for solutions in an appropriate

space by differentiating (0.3). To avoid this difficulty, we construct an exact

right inverse Q(u) of i>'(«) with the so-called tame estimate, and modifying

the Nash-Moser iteration scheme, we get a smooth solution u of (0.2).

The notions of real principal type and pseudoconvexity for linear PDEs are

given in [DH] (cf. §1, Definition 1.3, (ii) and (iv) of this paper). In §4 combined

with Appendix A, we give a construction of Q(u) following the arguments of

[H and DH]. However, it is troublesome to prove Q(u) is a right inverse of

<!>'(«) in a common neighborhood Ux of x0 for any u close to uQ and get

the tame estimate for Q(u). For these proofs, we modified the arguments of

[H and DH] so that the dependency of Q(u) on O'(w) can be easily seen.

In Appendix (A.l), we give the natural form of the Hamiltonian vector field

corresponding to a principal symbol of real principal type, which is similar to

that of so-called straightening out Theorem in dynamical systems. Using this,

we get a microlocal normal form for a real principal type operator under the

assumptions of pseudoconvexity and the transversality condition in Appendix

(A.III). This transversality condition in Theorem D can be defined as follows:

Let F be a system pseudodifferential operator defined on U and let p be

the determinant of its principal symbol. Given a point zQ G T*U - {0} and

a Lagrangian subspace X at z0, there must exist a Lagrangian subspace X

at zQ such that X is transversal to the tangent space of the fiber through z0

and to (exvtH ) * (X), whenever the projected image of the Hamiltonian flow

exptH (z0) through z0 on the base space is contained in U. Although the

transversality condition appears to be rather technical, it makes the proof of

Theorem D clear and simple. Specifically, the transversality condition gives

us the phase function on a conic neighborhood along a bicharacteristic needed

to construct a parametrix Q(u). In fact, we can relax the above condition in

Theorem D as follows:

Theorem E. There exists an open set Ux c R" such that the results of Theorem

D hold without the transversality condition in Theorem D.

In §5, we give a proof of Theorem E different from that of Theorem D.

The idea is to consider a time evolution operator exp itP for a given partial

differential operator F by solving a hypberbolic differential equation. However,

this method seems to work well only for real principal type PDEs.

Our proof of Theorem D is done microlocally and involves only a mild use

of PDEs whose linearized equation is locally solvable via Fourier integral oper-

ators. On the other hand, using the local solvability of nonlinear, real principal

type PDEs in the strong sense (§1. Remark), DeTurck and Yang [DY] showed

the local existence of smooth metrics with nondegenerate prescribed curvature

on 3-manifolds. Both [DY] and our paper can be treated as problems in C°°

local solvability for involutive systems. Thus, there are interesting geometrical

PDEs among the C°° locally solvable involutive systems. Theorems D-E and
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their generalizations should have application to some geometry. In particular,

Einstein field equation and prescribed curvature equation with some interacting

fields become the special type of double characteristics equations under certain

assumptions. These problems will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.

Acknowledgment. Goodman-Yang [GY] prove similar results and give applica-

tions by a different approach. The authors would like to thank Professor Kazdan

for informing us about the results of [GY] and other helpful advice. Also, we

are grateful to the referee for the various suggestions on our manuscript. Fi-

nally, our special thanks go to Professor Rosenberg who kindly corrected our

English.

1. Linearized PDE for the isometric embedding equation

Let U(u ,u , ... ,u") be a coordinate neighborhood around the given point

xQ G M which we take as the origin and sometimes denote by p0. To obtain

an isometric embedding of (M, g) into R , we must prove the existence of a

solution to the following nonlinear PDE in an open neighborhood Ux c U of

x0.

N    F)YA     r)xA,,   ,. \-^ OX       OX .   l n, ...
(U) L T~7 • T-J = c?,7(" ,...,« ),        z,; = l,...,«,

JTJ du     du1        J

where (g¡¡(u)) are the components of the Riemannian metric g in U.

We shall consider the linearized PDE corresponding to ( 1.1 ); that is, let xA (u)

be a local C°° embedding of U into R and consider the following PDE for

the unknown functions (uA(u)):

,i t\ ^dxA    dyA      dyA    dXA      ... ...

JTX du     du1      du      duJ J

where (kjÂu)) is a smooth symmetric contra variant 2-tensor on U.

Choosing a unit normal frame field {Nx(u)}x=n+x    N on U, we put

A,   ,       V-^    i OX v~*      k.TA

Denote the covariant derivatives and the second fundamental tensor for the

isometric embedding ( 1.1 ) by V( and Hf¡(u), respectively. Here, V( is defined

for a covariant 1-tensor <*.(«) on U as follows:

(1-3) VyM-V/^-Eíf/lí^Wfc=i lu >

where { * } is the Christoffel tensor defined by

I ¡j } " 2 £ 8km{du>8jm + d«i8tm - du-8ij}-
^      ' m=l
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Also, Hl(u) is defined by the following Gauss-Weingarten equations associated

with(l.ï):

¡.AN N „    A

(1.4) V,— =  Y H*NA ,        VjNA(u) = -y H]^-
J ñu1        *-*     'J   x ' J   x y  ' ^     >   du

where the raising and lowering of indices are with respect to the given Rieman-

nian metric. Rewriting (1.2) by (1.4), we easily get

Lemma 1.1.

N

(1.5) V,.y. + V.y. = 2 53 yxHfj(u) + ktJ{u),       i,j=l,...,n.

Definition 1.2. (i) The second fundamental tensor (Hfj(x0))x=n+{    N is called

nondegenerate at x0 if {(///,• )(jc0)} are linearly independent in the vector space

of all covariant symmetric 2-tensors at x0 .

(ii) An isometric embedding is called nondegenerate if the corresponding

second fundamental form is nondegenerate at each point of U .

Although the second fundamental tensor H ¡fu) depends on choosing the

normal frame NA(u), the above definition is independent of this choice.

Next we recall some PDE terminologies. Let T* M denote the cotangent

bundle of M. For a positive integer N, let F be an NxN system of classical

pseudodifferential operators on M with principal symbol p(x,Z).

Definition 1.3. (i) F is called a system ofreal principal type at (x0,Çq)g T*M-

{0} if there exists a conic neighborhood T of (x0,ct0), an N x N classical

symbol p(x ,£), and a real valued classical scalar symbol q(x ,£) such that

(1.6) p(x ,cl)p(x A) = q(x ,ct)IdN    inT,

and the principal symbol qx(x,£,) of q(x,£) satisfies the condition that dqx

and 6 = Y*i=\$jdxt are linearly independent on rn {(x ,Ç);qx(x,Ç) = 0} .

Here Id^ is the NxN identity matrix.

(ii) P is called a system of real principal type at xQ G M if P is a system

of principal type at each point of n~~ (x0) - {0} , where n: T*M —* M is the

projection.

(iii) P is called a system of real principal type on an open set U of M if F

is a system of principal type at each point of n~ (U - {0}).

(iv) Let F be of real principal type on an open set U and associate a scalar

symbol qx to p given in (i). We say that U is pseudoconvex with respect to

P if no complete bicharacteristic strip of F stays over a compact set in U and

for every compact set K c U there is another compact set K1 c U such that

every bicharacteristic interval with respect to F having endpoints over K must

lie entirely over K'.
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(v) Let F be a system of pseudodifferential operators on an open set U and

associate a scalar symbol qx to p given in (i). Assume that U is pseudocon-

vex with respect to P. U is said to have the transversal property for P, if the

following holds: for any point z0 G°T*U = T*U - {0} and any Lagrangian

subspace X at z0, there exists a Lagrangian subspace X at zQ such that X

is transversal to the tangent space of the fiber through z0 and to (exptH A(X),

whenever n(exptHij¡(z0)) is contained in U. Here exptH is the Hamilto-

nian flow of the Hamiltonian vector field H (cf. Appendix A, (A.6)) and

(exptH*t)(X) is identified with the subspace at zQ .

Remark, (i) The conditions in (i)-(v) for the principal symbol qx of F obvi-

ously hold if grad^g, ^ 0 on Tn {(x;£) ;qx(x,7\) = 0} . In this case we say

that F is a system of real principal type at (jc0 ,¿;0) € F* M - {0} in the strong

sense. By modifying Definition 1.3, (ii) in an obvious manner, we obtain the

corresponding definitions at a point x0 G M and on an open set U of M.

(ii) As we will see in Proposition 2.2, the linearized PDE of the isometric

embedding equation is not real principal type in the strong sense only in the

case of Theorem C.

Corresponding to Definition 1.2, we have

Definition 1.4. (i) The isometric embedding (1.1) is called a real principal type

at x0 G M (resp. on U) if the linearized equation (1.5) is of real principal

type at x0 (resp. on U).

(ii) For a real principal type isometric embedding (1.1) on U, we say that

U is a pseudoconvex for ( 1.1 ) if U is pseudoconvex for the linearized equation

(1.5).
Before constructing a nondegenerate, principal type embedding in §2, we

study a second fundamental tensor at a fixed point x0 . First, we recall that the

Gauss equation for the isometric embedding gives the constraint

N

(1.7) Rm,(u)=  ¿2 H^u) ■ H^u) - H*k(u) ■ H*,(u)
X=n+\

for the desired isometric embedding.

Now we recall the following fact obtained by [BGY] (see p. 948, Theorem

F).

Proposition 1.5. Let (Mn ,ds2) be a Riemannian n-manifold (n < 3), which

satisfies the assumptions in Theorems A-B. Then, there exists an (N - n)-tuple

of n x n symmetric matrix (H¡j(Q))¿=n+l    N such that

(i) for (Hfj(0))x=n+l    N, (1.5) is real principal type at the origin 0 G R" .

(ii) (Hfj(0))x=n+x    N satisfies (1.7) at the origin OgR".

Furthermore,

(iii) (Hfj(0))i=n+i    N is nondegenerate at the origin 0 € R".
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2. Construction of a real principal type embedding

In this section we shall construct a real principal type embedding whose in-

duced metric is sufficiently close to the given Riemannian metric ds . Namely,

we prove the following:

Proposition 2.1. Let (Mn ,ds2) be a C°° Riemannian manifold with n = 2 or

n = 3 and (H¡j)is¡n+i N be an (N - n)-tuple matrix satisfying the properties

in Proposition 1.5. Under the assumptions of Theorems A-B, given any n > 0

and any positive integer s, there exist an open neighborhood U0 of p0, an

(N - n)-tuple of local C°°  unit vector fields (NA(u))x=n+x    N on U0, and

a nondegenerate C°° embedding (x (u))A=x N of U0 into R' with N =

n(n + l)/2 such that

2   (iWjJi_„,i xj    to  i*   Mtiit   z »vz /z z,wi yr writ jtciu   wit    *_/ n(i) (^(u))^     x    N is a unit normal frame field on U0 for the embedding

(X   'A=\,...,N'

(ii) (H¡j) is the second fundamental form of (x ) at p0 with respect to

(NA(u)).

(iii) The embedding xA (u) is of real principal type on UQ, U0 is pseudoconvex

with respect to the linearized equation (1.5) and U0 has the transversal property

for (1.5).

(iv) \\gjj(u)-ZNA=xdxA/du'.dxA/duJ\\H   s{Uo)<n.

To prove Proposition 2.1, we expand the Riemannian metric g into its Tay-

lor series by using normal coordinates (ul). Namely, let g(u) = (gjAu)) be the

Riemannian metric in the coordinate neighborhood U(u ,... ,u"). We have

the Taylor expansion of g(u) up to degree k :

(2.1) gfj\u) = ô jj + ^yA       ua'uai + --- + jiyAii ua,---ua7

Now we seek the mapping i: U(u , ... , u") —► R    in the following form:

(2.2) i(ux ,...,u) = (x(k)A(u))

EjA   a   ,    1  V"* jA    a   b   , 1   \—v TA a, at

satisfying

(H-I) /(0) = 0.
(H-II) di(0) = Id.

w
(H-III) iVA(0) = (0,..., 1 ,0,...,0), (X = n + l,...,N).

(H-IV) Given nondegenerate (fíf.) satisfying (1.7), we have HJ(0) = h\ .

We solve (2.2) using the following relation:

ñr(k)A)     f,r(i)A

(2-3) Ç^'^r-^ modo<M)-
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Therefore, we have

(2.4) IA=SA       (a = l,...,n).

Using {£}(0) = 0, we have

(2.5) /£ = <    (p = n+l,...,N),       Ibca = 0   (6 = 1,...,«).

Substituting (2.1) and (2.2) into (2.3) and equating the corresponding coeffi-

cients, we can solve (2.3) formally. Note that the equations thus obtained for

the unknown / are underdetermined. Thus only the symmetric part of each

Ia is restricted and we may choose the antisymmetric part arbitrarily. By the

proof of Proposition 1.5, there exists an open set U such that d,qx(x ,£) ^ 0

on U, where

o

(2.6) q\(x,t) = det

0

Í2
Í2

in

H„„(x)x    2Hxx2(x)

\

Ín-¡

2"n-inMj\X(x)    H&x)

Since in this case, the linearized equation (1.5) is of real principal type in the

strong sense, we get Proposition 2.1.

For the case of Theorem C, we refine the argument above to obtain

Proposition 2.2. Let (M ,ds ) be a Riemannian 2-manifold satisfying the as-

sumptions in Theorem C. Given any n > 0 and any positive integer s, there

exists an open neighborhood U0 of pQ in M with coordinates (u ,u ) and a

C°° embedding (xA(u))A=x 2 3 of UQ into R3 such that (i) (xA(u)) is non-

degenerate and of real principal type on U0 with respect to the induced metric

from R   and U0 is pseudoconvex with respect to the linearized equation (1.5)

of xA(u) and has the transversal property. Moreover, we have

(ii) \\gjj(u) - EL. dxA/du¡ ■ dxA/duJ\\H¡(Uo) < n.

Proof. Take normal coordinates (v , v ) around p0. Then we get the Taylor

expansion g\:](v) of gtj(v) as in (2.1) for k sufficiently large. Notice that

the Gaussian curvature AT( \v) of g¡) satisfies the same assumptions as in

Theorem C. Then by a linear change of coordinates u' = V =1 A'jVj (i = 1,2)

(A1.) g 0(2), the Gaussian curvature K(u) can be expressed as

(2.7) K(u) = au  + 0(\u\2)

with a t¿ 0. Now we set

(2.8) Hxx(0) = 0,       H22(0) = a,       HX2(0) = 0.

Then by a computation as in Proposition 2.1, we get a local C°° embedding

xA(u) which is nondegenerate and satisfies the condition (ii) in Proposition 2.2.
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Moreover, we can see that this embedding is of real principal type as follows.

qx(u,Ç) of (1.6) for the linearized PDE (1.5) is given by

(2.9) qx(u,£,) = H22(uK2 + Hxx(u)C¡ - 2HX2(u)C¿2.

Notice that qx(0,Ç) = 0 implies <*, = 0. By (2.7), we get

(2.10) du,Hxx(0)yiO.

Assume that there exists a nontrivial constant k such that

(2.11) Dqx=k6,

at u = 0,í, =0,£ t¿0. By using (2.10) and (2.11), we have

Then we easily see that qx and the canonical 1-form 8 are linearly independent

at u = 0,£x =0,^,^0. Since the Gaussian curvature K(u) does not vanish

on a open set U - {0} , d,<?,(«,£) ¿ 0 on n~x(U - {0}). Remark that the

projected vector field of H on the unit sphere bundle does not vanish and

d,qx(0,£7i / 0 for £, / 0. The pseudoconvexity and transversality conditions

easily follow. This gives the desired result.

Remark. Under the hypothesis in Proposition 2.1, the linearized equation corre-

sponding to (x (u)) is a real principal type in the strong sense. (In fact, [BGY]

calls it a real principal type simply.) By combining with the result on the local

existence of the analytic isometric embeddings (cf. [J]) and Proposition 1.5,

Proposition 2.1 is obtained directly. However, the hypothesis in Proposition

2.2 is slightly weaker than the above, and so their argument does not work in a

similar way.

3. Local solvability of real principal type

partial differential systems

We first give a general theorem on the local solvability of a nonlinear partial

differential operator.

Let U0 c R" be an open neighborhood of x0 G R" and u0: U0 -+ RN

be a C°° map, (Hereafter, we also denote by u0 a C°° map from R" —>

R obtained by cutting off the support of u0 .) Let O(m) = <fr(x ,Dmu ) be a

R -valued nonlinear partial differential operator of order m applied to u G

C°°(R",RN), where

D  u = (D u;\a\<m),       D  = Zy ■ -Dn ,

Dj = -V^l~—,        a = (ax,...,an).

Theorem 3.1. In the above situation, assume that

<f>(x,w) G B°°(R" x {\w\ < wQ})   for any wQ > 0;
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this assures the Fréchet differentiability of <b(u)  with respect to u G HS(R"),

(s > m + n/2). Assume also that there exist an open neighborhood Ux c U0 of

x0 G R"  with a smooth boundary a > m + n/2, ô G (0,1) and d > 0 such

that, for any u(\\u - uQ\\a <ô), s G R and h G HS(R"), the equation

(3.1) ®'(u)v = h   inUx

admits a solution v g Hs~ (Rn) with the so-called tame estimate

(3-2) \Ms_d<Cs(\\h\\s + \\u\\s\\h\\d),

where Cs is independent of u and h.  Then, there exists s0 G Z+ and n > 0

such that, for any g G C°° ( Ux ) with

ll*-*(«o)llisll*-*(«o)IW1)<,i.

the equation

(3.3) cD(M) = g   in Ux

admits a solution u G C°°(Rn ,RN). Here B°°(Rn x {\w\ < w0}) denotes the

set of all R -valued C°° functions with bounded derivatives.

The proof is given in Appendix B .

Theorem 3.2. Let x0, U0, <£>(«) be as in Theorem 3.1 with all the assumptions

in Theorem 3.1 except for (3.1), (3.2). Suppose the Fréchet derivative Q>'(u0) of

<D(w) at u0 is a system of real principal type on U0 and U0 is pseudoconvex

with respect to <b'(u0) and has the transversality property for <D'(m0). Then there

exist an open neighborhood Ux c U0 of x0 with smooth boundary, s0 G Z+ and

n > 0 such that, for any g G C°°(UX) with \\g-®(u0)\\HSo{Ui) < n< the equation

(3.3) admits a solution u G C°°(R" , R ).

Proof of Theorem 3.2. From Theorem 3.1, it is enough to prove the existence

of Ux, a, S , d satisfying (3.1), (3.2), (3.3). To begin with we set

(3.4) L(u) = <S>(u),

(3.5) l(x,Ç;u) = the principal symbol of detL(x,i;w),

and

M(x ,D;u) = L(x,D; u)co L(x ,D;u) = l(x ,D;u)I + R(x ,D ; u),

R(x,D;u) G S ,

where SmN~' denotes the usual Hörmander class S™q~' . We have the follow-

ing lemma for the local solvability of the operator (3.6).
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose there are an open neighborhood Ux c U0 of x0, m+n/2<

dx, d2 G Z+, d' = max(dx ,ds) < a G Z+, and ¿, > 0 such that for any u

(\\u - u0\\a, <SX), there exist an operator Q(u) and <j>j G C™(UQ) (1 < j < 3)

with the properties:

(3.7) <px = l    inUx,

(3.8) 0,C02C03,

(3.9) \\Q(u)h\\s_^<Cs(\\h\\s + \\u\\s\\h\\di)       (dx<sGZ+;hGHs(Rn),

(3.10) ||*(«)ll<i,

(3.11) ||(1-^(«»"'AIU 0,(11*11,+ ||«||J||Ä||4)       (sGZ+;hGHs(R")),

where

(3.12) K(u) = <p2(I - M(u)Q(u))<py

Here \\K(u)\\ denotes the operator norm of K(u): L2(R") -» L2(R") and <t>x C

cp2 means that (¡>2 = 1 on supp^j. Then,

(3.13) <px{M(u)Q(u)(l - K(u))-XQ2 - 1} = 0,

(3.14) ||ß(«)(l - K(u))'Xct>2h\\s_d, < Cs(\\h\\s + \\u\\s\\h\\d.)

(d' <SGZ+;hGHs(Rn)),

and these immediately imply the following: for any u(\\u - uQ\\a <SX), we have

(3.15) <px[L(u){C0L(u)Q(u)(l - K(u))-X<f>2} -I] = 0

and

(3.16) \\coL(u)Q(u)(l - K(u))-X<p2h\\s_d < cs(\\h\\s + \\u\\s\\h\\d)

(d<sGZ+;hGHs(Rn)),

where

(3.17) a = a'+ [K/2] + 1,

(3.18) d = d' + max{mN-l,m + [n/2]+l}.

The proof of Lemma 3.3 is by direct computation, so we omit the proof.

Now to complete the proof of Theorem 3.2, we only have to construct the

operator Q(u) in Lemma 3.3. This is done in §4.

Remark. The assumption of transversality in Theorem 3.2 can be dropped if

we use §5.

Finally, we shall make a brief comment on the unified proof of Theorems

A-C stated in the introduction.   Recall that we already have obtained in §2
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a real principal type embedding which is close to a given Riemannian metric

g in an open neighborhood U0 of p0 and satisfies the pseudoconvexity and

the transversality properties for U0. Thus Theorem 3.2 immediately implies

Theorems A-C.

4. Proof of Theorem D

In this section, we give the proof of Theorem D. To show this, we need

several preliminaries for symplectic geometry and formulas for Fourier integral

operators. Leaving these in Appendix A, we mention how to prove Theorem D.

Namely, we often use the results of Proposition A.4 and Theorem A. 10. What

we want to get is the construction of a local right inverse of the real principal

type linear PDE of the form

(*) Pu = f

under the assumptions of Theorem D and the estimate (3.2) in Theorem 3.1,

which is the key estimate for our iteration scheme stated in §3. Our method

follows the work of Hörmander [H] and Duistermaat-Hörmander [DH].

To use our iteration scheme, we have to estimate the dependence of the

local right inverse on F. However, the method given in [H and DH] is too

complicated to analyze this dependency. The main part of this construction is

to reduce the operator P in (*) to a canonical one (cf. Propositions A.4, A.5

and Theorem A. 10), by combining a geometrical idea based on the proof of

Darboux's lemma (cf. [M, W and AB]) with a direct and routine computation

using Fourier integral operators. We will also obtain the continuous dependence

of p on the symbol function p(x ,<*) of P. These arguments are technically

similar to [OMY1-2 and OMYK3-7].

Here, for later reference, we list the assumptions of Theorem D.

(* 1)   F is a real principal type on a open set U.

(*2)   U is pseudoconvex with respect to F.

(*3)   U has the transversal property for F.

First, we make some remarks about the fundamental solution of the operator

Dx = (l/i)d/dxx on R" . Let W2 be a relatively compact open set of R"

which contains the origin and let Wx be a sufficiently small open subset of W2

such that 0 G Wx c W2. Denote the fundamental solution of Dx on R" by

Ex(x,y), i.e.

(4.1) Ex(x,y) = iH(xx -yx)®ô(x -y).

Here, H(t) is the Heaviside function, H(t) = 1 on t > 0 and H(t) = 0 for

t < 0, and we have used the notation x = (x ,x') and (y ,y). Let X(t) be a

C°° function satisfying

(4.2) X(t) = 1    on |;| < ir0,    and   X(t) e0   on \t\ > \rü
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where rQ > 0 is sufficiently small. We define a distribution kernel on W x W

by

(4.3) Tx(x,y)=X(\x-y\)Ex(x,y),

(4.4) T[(x,y) = (DxX(\x-y\))Ex(x,y),

and denote by F, and T'x the linear operators from C™(WX) to Cr)°(W2)

whose distribution kernels are given by (4.3) and (4.4) respectively.

Lemma 4.1. T[ can be written as a pseudodifferential type operator (see (4.16))

of the form

(4.5) rxu(x) = jj'a(x,Çx)ei{x-yls)u(y)dydÇ,

where a(x,Ç ) is a smooth function on T*(W2) with the support of a(x ,Ç ) in

the x variables contained in W2, and satisfying, for any N gZ+, k gZ+ and

a,

(4.6) \(^x)Ndaxdkiia(x,7:x)\<CNka      forany(x,£,)GTÇl2.

Proof. If we choose rQ sufficiently small, we can write T[u(x) = k(x)T[u(x) ,

for any u G C™(WX), where k(x) is a C°° cutoff function on R" such that

k(x) = 1 on dist(x, Wx) < (2/3)rQ , and = 0 outside W2. Then we have

T[u(x) =  ff K(x)fx(x,z)ei{z~yli)u(y)dydzd£:

=  fâe-i{mu(y)dydÇ.

Here we put

(4.7) ä= JK(x)T'x(x,z)ei{zlt}dz

= fK(x)(DxX(\xX-zX\)H(xX-zX)el{zl-x'li,)dzxei{xli)

= a(x,e)e^

where a(x,£,x) = - f K(x)(DxX(\t\))H(t)e~'{'li,) dt. Since this integrand is

smooth and has compact support, we get (4.6).

Let F be a pseudodifferential operator of order one defined on a relatively

compact open set U. We may assume that F is properly supported on U.

Take an open set V0, 0 G V0 C U, sufficiently small so that the steps stated

below hold. When we apply P to functions defined on U, we shall use an ap-

propriate coordinate system (yx, ... ,yn) on U. For emphasis, we occasionally

denote this coordinate system by U . Let p(y,n) gSx(°T*U ) be the symbol

function of F. We assume that the principal symbol px(y,n) G SX0(°T*U) of

p(y,n) satisfies (*!)-(*3) for an open set U . Since we can apply the results
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stated in Proposition A.4 in Appendix A.II, we can take open conic finite cov-

erings {Dj} and {D(j]} of °T*U and of °T*VQ respectively, (shrinking V0

if necessary) such that

(i) for each J, ûf c D} and pr(D{f) = V0, pr(Dj) = U ;

contains a point z 0 = (0, n 0)(ii) \JDf = \JDy'uD^,*(°) , , r>(0)

0 and in D<0)

(0)
; 7'0 IjO'

satisfying px(zj0) = 0 and in DK7', px(z)^0;

(iii) there exists a canonical transformation / : D,0 e. D   positively ho-

mogeneous of degree zero which satisfies the properties (i) in Proposition A.4;

and

(iv) given 54 g Z+, there exists  zc4 e Z+   and  ô4 > 0, such that for

ll^i -^iH^ < ¿4> and for each J> there exist a P°int zjo(>P\) = (0.^o(^i))

such that px(Zj0(;px)) = 0 and the properties (ii) in Proposition A.4 holds.

Remark. When we apply F to F , etc., we use coordinates (yx, ... ,y") chosen

in (A.III). These coordinates depend only on z0 and the principal symbol px ,

and not on any perturbation px of px. Thus the norms for symbols are always

computed with respect to these fixed coordinates.

Let {0y(;Fj)} be the partition of unity positively homogeneous of degree

zero associated with the coverings {Dj} and n0 = [n/2] + 1. Take sequences

of open sets 0 G Wx c W2 c W and 0 G VQ c Vx c V2 c U appropriately small
>(2)and also choose sequences of open conic sets D^Q'. c Z>(0 e^ c Z>(0 e¡¡) and

= 1,2) and pr(Z>f) =
\Vq) . Associated with

,(0) »(i) ï(2) >(/)
/>/' C D)" c Z)f C F>y such that pr(F>(v¿',n)) = ^,(i

Let / be the identity operator on CcK> (í
j    ~    j
0,1,2),

»(0){D^ '} and {</>y (y, z/)} , we divide 7 microlocally into I = J2 lj > where

(4.8) {IjU)(y') = jjtp^y ,y,r1)e,{y'-mu(y)dydn.

Here, we put 4>j(y' ,y,n) = 4>(y')(pj(y ,n), where <£(/) is a cutoff function,

<j>(y') = 1, on F0 , and supp</> c Vx . Take r0 in (4.2) and V0 sufficiently small,

and choose linear operators Tx

C0~(^) and Fj:C^(W2)

the following properties:

T'x:

¿°(k:C0°°(^) - C0°°(IF2), F/: C0°°(F,) -
which satisfy Theorem A. 10 and have

(4.9)

Set Tj

(4.10)

(i) for WF(u) c D{p ,

for WF(f) c flg^.

WF(IjU) C Z>)

IFF(F//) C D^,

WF(Txv)cD$en)     forWF(v)cD^>en

WF(T[v)cD(^en)

(i)

for WF(v) c D(i)
(0 ,*•„)'

WF(Fjg) c F»)

FjTxF/Ij. We get

PTj = PFjTxF+Ij

(2) (2)
for H/F(¿r) C D(^n).

{PFj-FjDJTtflj + FjP^tflj.
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By considering the wave front set of TxFjljf, for f G D'(UX), we easily see

that

(4.11) K']_oo = (PF]-FjDx)

can be viewed as a Fourier integral operator whose symbol is of order -n0

if we choose the open set VQ and the support of X(t) small enough [H, p.

71] and D$e , is chosen to be contained in Z) . given in Theorem A. 10,

Appendix (A.III). Moreover, we can fix X(t) for any p sufficiently close to p .

Now, we consider the second term of the right-hand side of (4.10). We write

DXTX=I+ T'x and T'x = Tx + T'x _x , where for any u G C™(WX),

(4.12) fxu(x)= fja\x,?)ei(x~Ai)u(x')dxdZ,

(4.13) T'x_oou(x) = Jj' a_oo(x,7x)ei{x-Ai)u(x)dxd^.

Here we put a'(x,tl) = (1 - vßx))a(x,ZX), a^x,^1) = v(Çx)a(x,ÇX) and

v(Çx) satisfies v = 1 on |£'| < rJ2, and v(i7\ ) = 0 on \Ç | > r'Q for some

constant r'0 > 0. Since

(4.14) K^_oo=FjF;Ij-Ij = (FjF¡-I)Ij

can be viewed as a pseudodifferential operator of order -n0 by Theorem A. 10,

we can write (4.10) as

(4-15) PTj-Ij + Kj^ + Rj,

where

and

RjUp^FtfF+Ij + FjTl^F+Ij.
Now, we consider the following symbol class for ; e Z : for any N G Z+,

k G R and a , ß, y ,

(4.16)

llls(*'»*>£)IIU,„,

= ,   „??,. IK1 + lf,lA1 + lil)l'l">ô>Î*/0*M^c-./».7jk^'
\cc\+\ß\+\y\<™

for (x ,x ,Ç) G D{0 fn), where we put <!; = (£ ,<f), I = (£ ,...,£"). Associated

to the symbol g(x ,x,Ç), is a linear operator G defined by

Gu(x') = [f g(x',x,£:)ei{y~xlt)u(x)dxdÇ,

which is called a pseudodifferential type operator of order j.

Now, we seek G such that

(4.17) DXG=T"

as an operator from C™(WX) to C°°(W2).
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Now, (4.17) can be solved by the following partial differential equation

(4.18) dxlg + Hxg = a(xAX).

The solution can be found explicitly as

rx1
-i     A\        '/   \  I       '/     A\  -i(x'-t\i])  ,,
g(x,i\ ) = k(x)       a(x,i\ )e dt,

Jo

where zc'(x) is a C°° cutoff function zc(x) = 1 on dis^x,!!^) < r"/2, and

k(x) = 0 outside W, for some positive r"¡2, because the support of a  in the

x variables is contained in W. Combining (4.12) and (4.13) with the above

and arguing as in (4.14), we get on Ux,

(4.19) PFpFjlJ = K,J_^GFjlJ + FfifiF+1,

=*;+*<',l~+*;2.'-~.
where

(4.20) J^L. = K'j^GF+Ij ,       R^ = F.Ti^F+Ij.

Here K1. _oo can be viewed as a Fourier integral operator of order -n0 , if we

choose  WF(Gg) c D{0 f)  for WF(g) c D{2)e¡i),  G is a pseudodifferential

type operator order zero with the symbol g, and T'x ̂  is defined by (4.13) and

is also a pseudodifferential type operator of order -zz0 . On D\   , we can easily

construct an elliptic pseudodifferential operator Tt satisfying PTt =I+Rt _oo

on Z^0) where Rm _oo is order -zî0 ; the behavior of Tt under perturbation

of p can be easily seen. Thus, we get the following:

Theorem 4.2. In the above situations, we get the following:

(i) There exists a right parametrix E( ;p) : C0°°(F0) -» C°°(V0) of P defined

on an open set Ux in the following form

(4.21) PE(;p) = I + L_oo(;p),

where

(4-22) ¿-oo = E KJ ,-co - <,-oo - *i?-oo + K ,-cc
;'

and

(4.23) E(;p) = yFj(;p)TxFj(;p)IJ-Fj(;p)GFj(;p)Ij + T,
j

where FA ;p), F+( ;p) are Fourier integral operators with the symbol a(;p) =

aj(x,n,y;p) and b = bj(y ,7\,x;p) and the phase function S(x,n;x) satisfies

Theorem A.10. Furthermore, Kj_x( \p) = #) _<*,( ;/>) + K"j-oo( ">P) is defined

by (4.11) and (4.14), K1. _oo can be viewed as a Fourier integral operator of

order -n0 with the symbol function kj(;p), R^^,  i= 1,2, are defined by
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(4.23), and G(;p) is defined as above with symbol function g(;p) satisfying the

estimate (4.16).

(ii) Moreover, there exist kx2GZ+, and SX2 > 0 such that for any mx2GZ+,

the following properties hold: for any \\p -p\\, k < ôx2, we can construct a right

parametrix E( ;p) as in (4.21) and (4.22) and we have

(4.24) IIM^)-M^)llo,mi2^C.2llF-F||,,W|2+,l2

for some positive constant Cx2.

To get the tame estimate (3.2), we first remark that for F(a,x) given as

above,

(4.25)

\\F(ä,X)f\\s < C j \X\S0+S + llálU + £ l*U-y + l|â|U_y||/IU+/

which is a direct computation as in §5, Lemma 5.7 combined with the L

boundedness of Fourier integral operators (cf. [K]). Now, the estimate for

G can be reduced to an estimate for a usual classical pseudodifferential op-

erator on R"~ depending on a parameter by the following argument. Set

£(x',y',x',0 = fJ^'^Six1 ,¿¿"XW1. Then, for any k G Z+ ,

a,ß G Zn~ , we clearly have

sup(l + |x' -yX\f\dax^g(x ,yX ,x',ç')|(l + \7.'\)m < oo,

where the supremum is taken over x , y  G R, x ,y G Rn~x . Hence, if we set

G(x ,yx) = g(xx ,yx ,x ,DX,), there exists s0 G Z+ such that, for any a G Z" ,

(4.26)    \\d°(G(xl ,yl)v)(x')\\L2{R„7l) <c(l + |x' - j;1!)"1 ¿ \\g\\So+Jv\\M_„

with some constant C depending only on a. Therefore, by Minkowski's in-

equality, we have

(4.27) l|o;(GM)||0<C¿llflU+JI«llw_,

with some other constant C depending only on a.

Now, we let O'(w) be the partial differential operator of Theorem 3.1. By

applying the argument of [DH, pp. 199-200] to M(x,D;u) given by (3.6), we

can replace it by l(x ,D;u) (modS~"°). Define the pseudodifferential operator

P(u) of order one to be l(x,D;u) times an appropriate elliptic operator. There

exists m0 G Z+ , such that for any k G Z+ ,

(4-28) \\p(ü)-p(u)\\x¡k<C\\ü-u\\k+mo.
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As in the argument after Lemma 5.5, we can drop L_ in (4.21) and the

appropriate tame estimate for this procedure can be easily seen by Lemma 5.6.

Then, combining (4.25)-(4.28), we get the estimate (3.2).

5. Proof of Theorem E

The purpose of this section is to present a proof of Theorem E which seems

to be the simplest and shortest proof.

Let x0 , U0, u0, <D(w) = 0(x, Dmu) be the same as those in the beginning

of §3, and let L(u), l(x,D;u), M(x,D;u) = l(x,D;u)I + R(x,D;u) be the

same as those defined by (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) respectively. Since we are seeking

a local right inverse of M(x,D;u), we may assume M(x,D;u) = 0 outside

\x\<R.
Hereafter, we frequently use the abbreviated notation such as <D(w) =

Q>(x,Dmu) and quote the results in Chapter 10 (mostly §4) of [K]. For the

convenience of readers references, we underline all the numbers attached to the

equations, theorems and others in [K] whenever we quote them in this section.

Set k(x,Dx;u)=X(s,Dx;u)\ and k + P! = M(x,D;u)(Dx)~mN+x , where /

denotes NxN identity operator, X(x,7:;u) = (l-x(C))\C\~mN+Xl(x ,Ç;u) G Sx ,

X G C™(R"), 0<x<l, Xd) = 1 (IÍI < 1) and B' € S°. Here a C°° map

u: R" —> R is sufficiently close to «0 with respect to some Sobolev norm,

which is expressed by u ~ u0 in the mean while.

In order to construct a local right inverse of A + B' with the so-called tamed

estimate, we consider the following initial value problem:

f (4.19Í)   MU = 0   on[0,F0],

^-¿ I (4.19a)   C/|i=0 = C7€/F_oo.

Before going into the details, we explain the outline of the proof.

According to Theorem 4.5, there exists an approximate fundamental solu-

tion Ë^t) = è4>(t,x,Dx;u)G B\ (5°) of (4.19) on [0, F0]. Namely,

i (4.21Í)   MÈ(t;u) = R(t,u)GB(S-{n+X))   on[0,F0],
4.21 { _

-           I (4.2111)    E4>(0;u) = I.

Moreover, from Theorem 3.14, p.  308

(5.1) WF$¿t\u)G) c {(x,ç) = f(t;u)(y,n);(y,n) G WF(G)}

for any G G H ^ ,

where

f(t;u)(y,n) = (q(t,y,n;u),p(t,y,t];u))

and q(t,y,n;u), p(t,y,r\;u) are the solutions of the initial value problem:

(5.2) -^ = V(X(q,p;u),        -£ = -VxX(q,p ; u),        (q,p)\t=0 = (y,V)-

Since A(w0) + B'(u0) is real principal type at x0 and this condition is an

open condition, k + B'(w) is also real principal type at x0 for any u (u ~ uQ).
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Thus, there exist an open neighborhood U2 C U of x0 and F, (0 < Tx < T0)

such that

(5.3) f(Tx;u)(°T*U2)n°T*U2 = 4>.

Now, take >p(t) G C0°°([0, F0]) such that tp(t) = 1   (0 < f < F,) and set

/■OO

(5.4) QG=i       y/(t)E(t;u)Gdt       (G G H_J.
Jo

Then, by (4.21) and integration by parts,

/•OO

(5.5) (k + B')QG = i       y/(t)(k + B')E,(t)Gdt
Jo

/•OO

= -iJ     V(t)(DtEß)G-Rit)(t)G)dt
/•OO /-OO

= G + j    ip'm^Gdt-ij    <p(t)R^(t)Gdt.

Here, -(/0°° ip'^È^dt - z'/0°° y/^R^Gdt) has a unique distribution ker-

nel K G LxXoc(U2 x U2), because of (4.21), (5.1) and (5.3). Then, we shall prove

that Q, K = 4>2Kcp3, k + B' correspondió Q(u),K(u), M(u) of Lemma 3.3

and satisfy (3.9)-(3.14) for appropriate cut off functions (/>, ,02,(/53.  Hence,

Q(w)(l - K(m))~ 4>2 is a local right inverse of X(u) + B'(u) with the so-called

tamed estimate. Of course, the key lemma of the proof is to prove the estimate

(3.9), (3.14) in Lemma 3.3 and the rest of the proof is quite formal.

Lemma 5.1. Let nQ = [n/2] + 1 ( nQ stands for this particular constant for the

rest of this paper). For any wQ > 0, a, ß G Z" , there exists a constant c =

c(a, ß, w0) > 0 such that

supii^a/Aix^;!)^)^^1-1^^^^!!«!!^^),

(5.6) sup||a>/B;.(x,^;DwlM)^r^||„o < C(l + |M||a|+m+,.+„0+1),

(ugB   (R ), \\D     u\\Loo <w0)

where

mN—m—\

(5.7) B'(x,t;Dmu)=     ^    ^(jc.i ;Dm+J+lu).

7=0

This can be easily proved by the chain rule for differentiating composite

functions and the following well known property of the Sobolev norm \\v\\s :

(5.8) \\v\\s<c\\v\\es;\\v\\d;;

where the constant depends only on s, sx, s2 (sx < s < s2), and 0 < 0,, 62 < 1

is defined by 6xsx + 62s2 = s, 0X + 6k2 = 1.

From Theorem 4.1 and its proof, we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.2. For any wQ > 0, 0 < x < 1, there exists 0 < F < F0 such that, for

any u G B°°(R") satisfying ||w||m+„0+2 < w0> the eikonal equation

(A?n      (4-20J)    <t>,(t,x,Ç;u)+X(x,Vx<p(t,x,Ç;u);u) = 0   on[0,T],
K^7l      (4.20Ü) <¡>(0,x,£1;u) = (x\C)

admits a unique solution 4>(t,x,^;u)G^°(x) which satisfies

(1-lli) J(t,x,Ç;u) = <f>(t,x,Ç;u) - (x\Ç) G S¡((2)),

(l.llii) Y!   SUP\\dxd(ßJ(t,x,^,uM)m  x<z

and

\a+ß\<2 X>t

y   sup\\dy(pJ(t,x,^;u)\\nß)m-x<oo

\a+ß\<2    (

forO<t<T, N|w+Bo+2 <«;„.-

Next we proceed to estimate the higher order derivatives of J(t,x,i;u) and

the symbol ë(t,x,$;u) of E^(i) defined by

n

(4.48J) è(t,x,£,;u) = yev(t,x,7\;u),
u=0

(4.49Ü) e„(í,JC,É;«)€B¡(0   on[0,F],

(4-64i0)     Z)((e0-/) + E;=1^(0^(e0-/)

+ H(0(e0-/) + H(0 = 0   on[0,F],
(4.64)      (4.64ii0)    e0(0)-/ = 0,

(4.64ÍJ     Die„-rE;=,û>(0^e1/ + H(0eI/-r-Rï/_I(0    on[0,F],
(4.64ii„)   e„(0) = 0   (v>l),

where

(4.56) aj(t)=XU)(x,Vx<p(t,x,i;u);u),

(4.60)

2 I .£, dx^x* J

-t-BÓÍx.V^.x.í;!/);«),

Ri/_,(í,x,^;w)

= y—xDnxl{X(n)(x,Vx<p(t,x,x,^;ü);u)eti(t,x',i;u)}]x,=x

(5.9) !   Q-

2
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with the summations J2i and IZ2 taken for a, p (\a\ > 2, \a\ + p = 1 + u)

and a, p, j  (\a\ > 1, \a\ + j + p — v), and

(1.20) Vx<t>(t,x,x',¿l;u)= f Vx<t>(t,x +8(x-x'),7-,u)d6.
Jo

Note that, for each 3 < m g Z+, the derivatives dxd^J (a,ß G Z" , \a +

ß\ = m) satisfy a symmetric hyperbolic system quite similar to (4.64). More

precisely,

(5.10) D^d^ J + yaj(t)DxJdaxJ + Ra ß = 0   on [0, F],       daxd¡Jv=0 = 0,

j=i

^a»ß:
where Ra ß is determined by the part of derivative dxdj?X(x ,Vx<t>;D u) and

it contains the derivatives of J with respect to (x, £) up to order m - 1. The

following lemma is useful for the estimates of dxd* J (a,ß G Z" , \a + ß\ = m)

and ev (0 < v < n).

Lemma 5.3 (cf. [M, p. 312, Proposition 6.1]). Fix s G Z+ and let Ak(t,x)

(1 < k < n),  B(/,x) are N x N matrices.  Assume Ak(t,x)   (1 < k < n)

are Hermitian and Ak(t,x) G y3,°(ßmax(1,i)(R")) (1 < k < n), B(t,x) G

B°(BS(R"X)) on [0,T]. If v(t,x) G B¡(Hs(R"x)) on [0,T] satisfies the sym-

metric hyperbolic system:

n

(5.11) D,v-yAk(t,x)Dxkv-B(t,x)v = f(t,x)   on[0,T]

for a given vector function f(t,x) G B°t(Hs(Rnx)) on [0, F], then there exists a

constant depending only on s ,T,

y      suP||ô;a,(;,.)||L(X),      ysup\\d°Bk(t,-)\\Loo,

|(t|<max(l ,s) l«l<-J

such that

(5.12) \\v(t,-)\\s<C (\\v(0,-)\\s + £\\f(T,-)\\sd^        (0<t<T).

Apply dxdç to (4.64Í), (4.64^) and argue inductively on \a + ß\ and v

with the aid of (5.8) and Lemma 5.3 for s = n0 , we have the following lemma

for the estimates for d"d¡ J and d^dfe^ .

Lemma 5.4. Let w0, T be the same as those in Lemma 5.2. Then, for any a,

/? e Z" , 0 < v < n, there exists a constant C depending only on w0, a, ß,

n0 such that

(5.13) supllö^/i^x^j^ll^^^-'^C^l + llMll^,,^),
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supiiô;^ - i)\\no(zfl <c(i + ii«iu+|o|+„o+2),

sup||ô;o/eJ|„o(i)l/?l+" < C(l + ||«||m+|Q|+„0+2(l/+1)),

for 0 < t < T, u G B~(Rn)   (\\u\\mN+na + \\u\\m+no+2 < wQ).

Now, let R(t,x,Ç;u) be the symbol of R, in (4.21). Then, examining the

proof of Lemma 2.4. p. 69 and Theorem 2.2, p. 293 and taking account of

(4.64), we have the following lemma for the estimate of R.

Lemma 5.5. Let wQ, T be the same as those in Lemma 5.2. Then, there exists

a constant s0 G z+ such that, for any a,  /? e Z" ,  £ e R",   0 < / < F,

UGB°°(R")   (\\u\\So<w0),

(5.15) ||^ö/R(r,^,i ;W)||„o<^>l/f|+"-1 < c¿(l + IWI^^^^XÍ)*
Zc=0

depending only on w0, T ,a, ß, nQ.

To prove the estimate (3.11 ) in Lemma 3.3, note that 1 -K(u) has an inverse

by Trêves' inequality (cf. [T, Theorem 0.41]) and the appropriate choice of (j>2,

(¡>y in the definition of K. Consider

(5.16) dax(l-K(u))v = daxg

and rewrite it as

(5.17) (l-K(u))dxv = [dx,K(u)]v + dxg.

Then, from what we have seen up to Lemma 5.5, the estimate can be easily

proved by induction on |a| if we apply the following lemma to (5.17).

Lemma 5.6. Let w0, T be the same as those in Lemma 5.2. Then, there exist

constants s0gZ+, S0 > 0 such that, for any a, /?eZ", ^gR", 0<?<F,

UGB°°(R")    (||<<tVlr"-Mm+no+l^o).

|a|-l

(5.18) Hö/aC^^Ki^DC^x^)!!^^)1^1^1 <C IICl + llwll^^^^X^
A:=0

and

(5.19) \\[d:,K(u))v\\<C(\\u\\]al+Jv\\So + \\v\\M_x)

with some constant C depending only on w0, T, a, ß, nQ.

(5.18) can be prove by examining the proofs of Theorem 2.1, p. 289 and

Theorem 2.2, p. 293 and (5.19) can be proved by the proofs of Lemma 1.4, p.

57, Theorem 1.7, p. 286 and Theorem 2.3, p. 299 with the aid of (5.1) and

(5.8).
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Finally, we note about the proof of the estimate (3.9) in Lemma 3.3. Set

, l«l
(DaxÈ4>(t;u)G)(x)=     e"p{,'x'i-'u)ydk(t,x,^,umkG(^)dt

k=o

Then, by using (5.9), we can easily proved the following:

Lemma 5.7. Let wQ, T be the same as those in Lemma 5.2. Then, there exists

a constant s0 G Z+ such that, for any ß,  y G Z+, £ e R",  0 < í < F,

ugB°°(R")  (\\u\\sg<w0)

(5.20) llo/o/dtíí.x.ííwílUW'^CÍl + Hiill,,,^,.^)

with some constant C depending only on w0, T, a, ß, y.

Now the estimate (3.9) is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.3, p. 299.

Appendix A

In this appendix, we give some terminologies and formulas used in §4.

(A.I) Construction of a canonical transformation. Let U be a relatively compact

open set of R" which contains the origin 0. Let F* U be the cotangent bundle

over U and put °T*U = T*U - {0} . By the triviality of T*U, we may write

as F* U = U x R" and denote by pr: F* U = U x R" -> U the projection map

onto the first factor. We introduce fixed coordinates (yx, ... ,yn ,nx, ... ,nn)

on T*U. Let 6 be the canonical 1-form on T*U which can be expressed as

e = E"=i n'dy' in these coordinates. Given pk(x,Ç) G C°°(°T*U), we say

that pk(x ,£,) is an of positively homogeneous symbol of degree k if it satisfies

pk(x,X7\) = Xkpk(x,!;) for any X > 0 and any (x,£) g °T*U. We denote by

SQ ( T* U) the set of positively homogeneous symbol of degree k. Then, we

can put the topology on S0 (°T*U) defined by the Fréchet norm; for a positive

integer m > 0,

(A-l) \\P\\(ko)m= «up \n\-m+m\daydßnp(y,n)\.
K   ' '* (y,n)€°T"U,\oc\ + \ß\<m y    n

Given px(y,n) gS0(°T*U), we recall that px (y, n) is of real principal type

on U if it satisfies

(*1) dp and 6 are linearly independent at any zQ g °T*U satisfying

p(z0) = 0.

Since (*1) is an open condition on the class 5,(J(°F*C/) in the topology

defined by (A.l), we easily get the following:

Lemma A.O. Let px(y,n) G SXQ(°T*U) be of real principal type on  U.   Then

there exists a positive constant y0 and k0GZ+, such that for any px G Sq (° T* U)

with ||P1-P1ll(1,o)1*ö<y0'

(i) px is also of real principal type on U.
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(ii) If we choose a point zQ(;px) = (0,n0(;px)) G°T*U suchthat px(z0(;px))

= 0, then there exists a point z0(;px) = (0,n0(;px)) G °T*U satisfying

px(zQ(;px)) = 0 and we have

(A-2) l*o(;A) - zo(;f,)| < c0hp, -Pi\\llfl)JCQ

for some constant C0> 0.

Remark. From here on the dependence of functions and mappings, etc. on

other variables will be emphasized by putting the variables after a semicolon as

in z0( ;/>,)•

Let T be an open conic set of °T*U, i.e., for any X > 0,(x,X4) G T if

(x, £) G r. Moreover, we always assume that pr(T) is relatively compact. In

particular, given a point w0 = (x0, £0) G ° T* U, and positive constants rlx , r,,,

we Put rw0(rix>rit) = {(*.i)ll*-*0l < rix>  K/KI - ío/líol I < rià'   The
definition of positive homogeneity still makes sense for symbols defined on an

k
open conic subset F. We denote by 50 (T) the set of positively homogeneous

symbols of degree k which can be extended smoothly to the closure of pr(T)
k

and by || • \\,k 0) m r the seminorms on S0 (T) given by restricting the seminorms

(A.i) to r. '
Let x be a local diffeomorphism from T into T*U such that x can be

extended smoothly to the closure of pr(T). In local coordinates, we may write

X as

(A.3) x(x,Ç) = (y(x,Ç),t1(x,0)

for (x,<^)er. x is called a canonical transformation of Y of positively homo-

geneous degree one if it satisfies for any X > 0, and any (x, £,) G T,

x'n = Ci   and   (y(x,kt),n(x,kÇ)) = (y(x,Z),kt,(x,i))

where Q is the canonical 2-form defined by Í2 = ^ dÇ'Adx'.

For a canonical transformation x of positively homogeneous degree one as

above, we define a norm of x > for any 5 g Z+ , by

(A.4)      M, r= sup        {\if\d7d*y(x,Z)\ + \Z\m-x\dxd*n(x,m-

Now we prove the following:

Theorem A.I. Let px(y,n) G SX0(°T*U) be of real principal type on U. Fix

a point z0 = (0,n0) G °T*U satisfying f,(z0) = 0 and a point (0,en) G

°ru,en = (0,...,l).
(i) There exist positive constants rXx, rx(, rXy, f., and a canonical trans-

formation x(',P)' r{0,e„)(rix>Fi¿) -» YzSr\y'r\r}) of positively homogeneous

degree one such that

(ia) *(;/>,)((<),*„)) = z0;

(ib) (x(;pl)'pl)(x>Z) = Zl-
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(ii) There exist /c, € Z+, yx, 0 such that for any given sx G Z+, the following

properties hold: For any px G SX0(°T*U) satisfying \\px -F,||(1 0) k < 7, , there

exist a point z0(;px) = (0,n0(;px)) G °T*U and a canonical transformation

X(\P\)-- r(0e)i)(rlje,f,{) -* rzo(rXy,rXn) of positively homogeneous degree one

satisfying:

(iia) zQ(;px) satisfies x(\Pl)((0,en)) = zQ(;px) and \zQ(;px) - z0(;px)\ <

C0l|Pi -Fill(i>0),Ac, '

(iib) (x(;px)*px)(x,H)=l:x;
(iic) x('Ji) satisfies

(A.5) ^(■JO-X^P^^^^^^CJp,-?^^^^

for some Cs¡>0.

To prove Theorem A.l, we begin with some basic lemmas. Let px(y,n) G

Sr\(°T*U). Then in terms of the local coordinates (y,n), the Hamiltonian

vector field H    is given by

A-6 ^„   =7-^-7-7-7    -7-7
P]     tldn'dy'    ttdy'dn'

on °T*U. Since //    is of real principal type at z0, H    is not parallel to the

radial vector field S ■ E^ n'd/dn1.

Let S* L/ be the unit sphere bundle defined by the equivalence relation

(A.7) (y, n) ~ (y , n') *-* y = y , n = Xn'   for some X > 0.

and denote by ñ the projection ñ: °T*Rn —* S*Rn .

Fix a point zQ e °T*U, z0 = (0,z/0) and put ñ(zQ) = zQ. Take an open

conic neighborhood T of z0 and a neighborhood P of i0 such that £(r) =

T. By changing the index of the »/-variables we may assume that r\" ^ 0

on T and introduce coordinates (v ,...,>>",// , ... ,fj"~x) around z0. Then

T = T x R+ , and the projection n: °t*R" —> S*Rn can be expressed by

(A.8) z7a-z/7z7"(a = l,...,AZ-l).

Put n" = t and consider the contact 1-form œ on S*U defined by

(A.9) oo = dyx+yñadya

a=2

in terms of the local coordinates (y, f)). Then we have 8 = tco and œ satisfies

(d(o)"A(o¿0.

By the homogeneity of px, H can be projected down by ñ to define a

contact vector field it on S'R" . Here the vector field û on S*R" , the contact

vector field, satisfies

(A. 10) Lüoj = d(œ J it) + dco J û = fta
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for some smooth function /, where Lü is the Lie derivative with respect to

it. We also define a smooth vector field ¿   on S*Rn by
^co J

coJtw=l,       dœJÎ^O.

¿;w is called the characteristic vector field for the contact structure co. More-

over, we define the subbundle E,, by the solution of co = 0. Let E , be the' CO J CO

annihilator of ê,w in the cotangent bundle of S*Rn . Then, we have

r(S,RB) = R4©E(a>        T*(S*R") = Rco®Êœ.

The mapping dco : v —> dco J v is an isomorphism of Ew onto ÊM . We denote

by dco~   its inverse mapping.

Given a pair (/, û) consisting of a smooth function / and a contact vector

field û on S*R" , satisfying Luœ = fco, we write

(A.11) û = qiw + v,        VGV(EJ,

where T(E,,) denotes the smooth sections of E   . Then we havev      CO' CO

Ljlo + fco = dq + dco J v + feo = 0.

Thus Z\wq = f, and we see that dq - (¡7\wq)co is contained in T(Eco) for any

smooth function q. Therefore, we have the following correspondence:

Putting

(A. 12)

Q «- (~Lq, ûa = (Lq)L + dco  ' (dq - (Lq)co)).

q(y,f¡) = pl(yl,... ,y" ,f¡x,... ,f¡" \i),

P,(y,n) = tq(yx, ... , y" ,nX/nn , ... ,n"'x/t]n)

for px(y, n) G S0X(T) and q(y, fj) g C°°(f) by using the coordinates in F and

T, we get a correspondence between the Hamiltonian vector field on T and the

contact vector field on f. Using the local coordinates (y, fj), it is easily seen

that un and Hn   can be written in the form:

(A. 13)
«-1      r\ r\ n—\     t     r, r, \ r-, (tI-\

\

^dq__d__^¡9q__-adq_\_d_      I y^        fj   dq  \    d
hdf\adya     f-W     n dyn)dna + \^!q     2dif\dyn
a=\ a=\ j    j       i \a=\

and

By this correspondence we easily get the following lemma.
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Lemma A.2. Let px GS,\(T) and assume that px(x ,£) is of real principal type

at z0. Then û   does not vanish at z0 and (dy" J uq)(z0) = 0.

Now we put a topology in C°°(S* U) by the Frechet norm \\q\\k : for positive

integers k,

(A. 15) \\q\\k=        sup        |a;öACy,»/)|.
\a\+\ß\<k,(y,f))eS'U

The restriction of the seminorm (A. 15) to the open subset T of S*U is denoted

by|HI,,f-
Denote by V a 2«-2 dimensional subspace which is transversal to û (z0).

Notice that for any /5,(x,¿;) 6 S0(°T*R") which is sufficiently close to px in

the norm (A.l), V is also transversal to ¿L (z0).

For positive r. , rx., we shall denote by f. (r. , r,.) the open neighborhood

of z0 defined by

YzSr\y ' rl<P = {f = 0>, 0)1 \V - Vq\ < hy < ¡fl - fyl < r.^-

Proposition A.3. /« i/ze situation of Lemma A.2

(i) there exist positive constants T., f3-, f3y, f^, a C°° diffeomorphism

<b(;q) = <b(Y ,È) = (y(Y ,E),f\(Y ,E)): r{0fi)(rJY ,r^) ^T¿o(r,y,r3.), and a

smooth function F on y(0 0)(z*3y , r^) suchthat

(ia) O(;?)(z0) = (0,...',0,0,...,0);

(ib) *{ ;«)*(;&) = V
(ic) fcOsr^F^ + E^F^n.
(ii) F/z^re exz'sí zc3 G Z+, yJ > 0 such that for any given s3 G Z+ the following

properties hold: for any q = px(y,fj , ... ,fj"~ , 1) satisfying \\q - q\\kf <

y3, there exist a point z0(;q) = (0,fjQ(;q)) g S*U, a C°°  diffeomorphism

<t>(Y,Ê;q) = (y(Y,Ê;q),n(Y,Ê;q)):   f{0fi)(r}Y,r^) -> f^,/^) anda

smooth function F(;q) on T,0 0Af3Y »^f) suchthat

(iia) (ia-c) still hold with z0,<t>,F replaced by zQ(;q),<&(;q) and F(;q)

respectively.

(iib) For some constant Cl, we have

\2¿-,q)-z0\<C',\\q-q\\kiUh>^.

(iid) ®(Y,Ê;q) = (y(Y,Ê;q),n(Y,Ê;q)) andF(;q) satisfy

(A 16)     Maxi1*0^"*0^^^^!^!^    dl       ~
(A-16)    ""(.(FOfl-Fiii)^^:)5^   »W^*)

for some constant C„ > 0.

Froo/". Let F be a hyperplane which is transversal to u (¿0). Using Lemma

A.2,    there   exists   a   linear   change   of   coordinates    (y , fj')    of   (h, n)
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satisfying the following properties: (0) z0 = (0, ... , 0), (i) y'" = y" ,

(Ü) dyn + Zna:¡tfdya = dy", + Zt:¡fi"'dya, (ffi) V = {(0,y'2,... ,fj'n-x)},

and (iv) u can be expressed as d/dy at f0. Since this coordinate change can

be controlled under perturbation of q to q, the coordinate (y , fj') satisfies the

properties in Proposition A.3. Thus we may assume that the coordinates (y, n)

satisfy properties (i)-(iv). For a point z = (0, Y , ... , Y", Ê2, ... , Ê"), we

define the mapping

Q(YX,Y2, ... ,Yn,E2, ... J") = (expYxuq)(z) = (yx, ... ,y" ,fj2, ...,fj")

where Z(t) = (exptu )(z) is the integral curve of u defined by the solution

of the ordinary differential equation:

(A.17) 2|ÍU = „í(Z(í)),       Z(0) = z'.

Then we have

<P(z0) = 0,        d®(z0) = id.

Therefore, by the inverse function theorem, there exists positive constants f3 ,

r3-, r3Y , and P.« such that O is a C°° diffeomorphism from P(0 0)(z*3y ,r}^)

onto ff (z, , f3-). Thus we get (i). If we take q sufficiently close to q , then V

is also transversal to u. at the origin. Thus, by using the smooth dependency

of solution on parameters for the ordinary differential equation (A.17), we get

(ii) in Proposition A.3.

Now we study 0*u   and O'w in the coordinates {Y , ... ,E"} defined on

the set r,0 (»('W'^í?) • In these coordinates, we can rewrite the contact 1-form

co as

n —1 n

(A.18)   & co = con(;q)dY"(;q) + ycoi(;q)dYi(;q) + ycoa(;q)dÊa(;q).
1=1 a=2

From the proof of Proposition A.3(ii), <y„(0,0) ^ 0 and we may assume that

w« ^0 on f(0O)(f3y,f3?).

Since Lu co = h( ;q)co and u  = d/dY , we have

cOj(;q) = cOj(;q)(0,Y2(;q),...,Y"(;q),Ê2(;q),...,Ên(;q))

■expí     " h(;q)(t,Y2(;q),...,Ê"(;q))dt,
Jo

coa(;q) = coa(;q)(0,Y2(;q), ... ,Yn(;q) ,Ê2(;q), ... ,Ê(;q))

■exp í     " h(;q)(t,Y2(;q),...,En(;q))dt.
Jo

Put

F(;q) = exp¡     " h(;q)(t ,Y2(;q), ... ,Ê"(;q))dt,    co(;q) = F(;q)co'('q),
Jo
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where cô = dYn + J^¡~x co'idYi + £"=1 co'a dEa and the coefficients of co  do

not contain the variable Y ( ; q).

Now we shall rewrite co   into a canonical contact form. Denote by Çw, the

characteristic vector field for co'. Then it is clear that the coefficients of i\ , do

not involve the variable Y ' and \t,w,, w ] = 0. Hence, as in the proof of Propo-

sition A.3(ii), there exists local coordinates (Y1 , ... ,Y,n ,E' ,...,E,n) such

that u  = d/dYlX , and t%m, = d/dYln. Furthermore, we write co'(;q) in terms

of the newly chosen coordinates {YlX(;q), ... ,Y'"(;q), Ê'2(;q), ... ,Ê'"(;q)}

as

œ'(-,q) = dY'n(-,q) + yco';(-,q)dYi(-,q) + yco''(-,q)dÊ'i(-q)
i=\ a=2

and co"(0,0) = 0. Again co",co"a do not contain the variable Y , since

Lf  co =0.

Now dco can be regarded as a symplectic 2-form on a neighborhood of the

origin of R2"-2 and Lu dco' = 0. Then dco' can be written by dco' = Ax +A2,

where

Ax=dY'XA\yAXjdY'J + ya = 2"AXadÊ'°    ,

J=2

and

¿2=      E     àvjdY" AdY*
2<i,j<n-l

+ y A2jadY"AdÊ'a+    y    A2abdÊ'a AdÊ'b.
2<i<n-\,2<a<n 2<a,b<n

Since d co = 0, and dco has rank 2« — 2, we see that dAx = 0 and A2

is a closed form of rank 2« — 4 on a neighborhood of the origin of R2"-2.

Therefore there is C°° function X2 such that Aj = dYlX A dX2.

Now we apply Darboux's Lemma. Namely, we consider the standard closed

2-form A, on Z>"(/4jr,r^) = {(Y2, ... , Yn~x ,Ê'2, ... ,F'"-')| |F| < r'4x , \Ê'\ <

\ = ydYaAEa.

a=2

By a linear symplectic transformation of (Y,E), we may assume that

A2( ;q)(0,0) = A, ; this linear symplectic transformation depends smoothly on

q in the matrix topology.

Let Al(;q)=A. + t(A2(;q)-AJ, 0<t<l. For each t, At(;q)(0,0) = A,

is nondegenerate. Hence, there is a neighborhood D"(r'A) of (0,0) e R2"-4 on

which At(;q)  is nondegenerate for all 0 < t < 1.   Thus, by the Poincaré

n-l
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lemma,  A(;q) = d(a(;q))  for a 1-form a(;q).   Namely, define a(;q) =

E2=i~4q7(;4)(m)^m/ by

(A.19) a'(;q)(u)= [ tA(;q)(tu)(u,e¡)dt
Jo

at a point u = (x ,...,£, ), where e¡ is the unit vector tangent to the Y or

F-axis. We may assume a( ; q)(0,0) = 0. Define a smooth vector field Z(t) by

A((;q) J Z(;q)(t) = a(;q), which is possible since A((;q) is nondegenerate.

Moreover, since Z(t)( ; q)(0,0) = (0,0) and by the local existence theory, there

exists a positive r5 and a flow F( of Z( ;q)(t) on D"(r5). Thus we get

(A.20) ^-t(F*tAl(;q)) = ¥*¡(-da(;q) + A(;q)) = 0.

Therefore F*Ax ( ; q) = At. Thus we have

dco' = dY'X AdX + ydÊ'b AdY'b,

b=2

and dk/dÊ'x ^0. This means [Y1 ,X,Ê'2, ... ,Ê'"~X} is a coordinate around

the origin which we denote by { Y', È'} . Then co = d Y" + f+^=2 Ê'a d Y,a ,

where f = f(Y,E). Put Y" = Yln + f. Then {Y,x, ... , Y'",Ê'} satisfies

Proposition A.3. Checking the parameter dependence of the ordinary differ-

ential equations of type (A.17) and the proof of the Darboux and Poincaré

Lemmas, we get (ii) in Proposition A. 3.

Now Theorem A. 1 is obvious. In fact, taking a local diffeomorphism <p(y, fj)

= (Y1 ,E') given by Proposition A.3 and putting 4>(y,n) = (Y1 ,nnE , ... ,

n"Ê'n~x ,(l/F)n"), we have <f>*d = e, where 8 = ££' dxl, which gives Theo-

rem A. 1.

(A.II) Remarks on pseudodifferential operators. Let Ux and U be relatively

compact open sets of R" which contain the origin 0, with coordinates (x , ... ,

x") and (y!, ... ,v") respectively. Put Axy = Uxx°T*Uy = Ux x Uy x

{R"-{0}}. Denote by ^"(A^) the set of all C°° functions p(x,y,n) on

A    = Ux x T*Uy such that suppp c Axy and p has the asymptotic expansion

OO

(A.21) P(x,y,n)~ypk(x,y,n)
k=0

where pk(x,y,r\) is a smooth function on A    homogeneous of degree = m-k

in the z/-variables for |z/| > 1. Here ~ means that for any N gZ+ ,p-Em~ Pk

satisfies the estimate (A.22) given below with m replaced by m- N. Usually

such a p(x, y, r¡) is called a classical symbol of order m . pm(x ,y ,n) is called

the principal symbol of p(x,y,n). For any multi-indices a,ß,y,p(x,y,n) G

Sm(A) satisfies
xy

(A.22) \d"d{drp(x,y,ti)\ < Ctßy(l + \ti\f~W.
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These definitions still make sense for functions defined on an open conic sub-

set of Axy. Notice that Sm(Axy) h

topology defined by the seminorms:

set of Ax . Notice that 5m(A   ) is a Fréchet space when equipped with the

(A.23)      \\p\\mk= sup (l + \,j\)-m+m\dXdyyp(x,y,tj)\.
H+\ß\+\y\<k,(x,y,n)eK,y

Put S°°(A\ = \JSm(A) equipped with the direct limit topology, and set
xy xy

S~°°(Axy) = f)Sm(Axy). Denote by Sf{Axy) the set of all C°° functions

p(x,y,n) on A_„ of positively homogeneous degree m suchthat supp/z c
xy

A . As in (A.23), we can define the seminorms || • \\m k on S™(A) by

replacing 1 + \n\ with \n\ in (A.23). Given m, we can define the direct sum

®k"=m S0(A ) with the induced topology. Moreover we have the direct limit

topology on ®k<mS^{Axy).

Setting Ay = °T*Uy, we denote by Sm(Ay), S™(Ay) the subset of Sm(Axy),

S™(A ) whose elements p(y,n) do not contain x-variables. S™(A) co-

incides with S™(°T*Uy) defined in (A.I). The topology of S™(Ay) is given

by the induced topology from S™(Axy). We set S™(Ay) = \JS™(Ay) and

57°°(A ) = f)S™(A ). Moreover, each element of S™( ) is called a symbol of

order m . Here we put * = 0 or nothing.

Associated to a symbol p G Sm(A   )  is a pseudodifferential operator F

defined by

(A.24) Pu(x) = jj p(x,y, n)e'{x'yM u(y) dy dn

where u(y) G C0 (U), dn = (2n)~ dn. Hereafter, the integration as in

(A.24) is always considered as the oscillatory integral and these notations for the

above symbol classes also denote the corresponding classes of pseudodifferential

operators.

Let F be a pseudodifferential operator of order one with symbol p gS (A)

and principal symbol px(y,n). By regarding px(y,n) as an element of

S0( T*U), we assume (*1) and (*2) for px(y ,n). Notice that (*1) and (*2)

are open conditions for perturbations of the Hamiltonian flows. Then, by com-

bining Theorem A.l and the arguments in [H2, Lemma 2, 6.16], we get the

following:

Proposition A.4. Assume (* 1 )- (*2) for P with px(y,n)G Sx0(°T*U), U = Uy.

Let z0 = (0, z/0) be a point of°T*Ux such that px(z0) = 0 and let I bean open

interval such that y: I -^°T*U is a bicharacteristic strip satisfying zQ = y(0),

then,

(i) there exist conic neighborhoods DZg and Z)(0 ̂  of y(I) and (t,0, ... ,

0,en)   (t G I), and a canonical transformations x- Dm e^ —* T>2   of positively
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homogeneous degree one such that

(ia) **f,Ck,»,) = £';

(ib) x(xl,0,...,0,en) = y(xx).

(ii) There exist zc4 e Z+, ô4 > 0 such that for any given s4 g Z+, the

following properties hold: for \\px -px ||(1 0) ̂  < ô4, there exist a point z0( ;px) =

(0, n0( ;px)), and a canonical transformation *(;/>,): A0 e„) ~* ̂ z   sucn tnat

(iia) px(z0(;px)) = 0 and a bicharacteristic strip y(;px): I -+°T*U satis-

fying y(0) = zQ(;px) is contained in F>Zo ;

(üb) (x(;pl)*Pl)(x>Z) = tl;

(iic) X(xX,0,...,0,en) = y(xx).

(iii) z0(;px) and x( \PX) satisfy

k0(;p,) - z0l ̂  c4l^i -Fill(i,o),fe4»

\x(;p7) -x(->Pi)\Si,DiQ.ea) ^ C4ÏÏPi -Pih,o),s<+ki-

(A.III) Microlocal normal form of a real principal type operator. Using the canon-

ical transformation given in Theorem Al, we give a normal form of a real prin-

cipal type operator. The method is essentially a routine reworking of [E and

DH].

Let F (resp. F ) be a pseudodifferential operator of order one defined on

an open set U with symbol p(y,n) (resp. p(y,n)). We may assume that the

support of p (resp. p ) is contained in T* U. We assume we are in the setup of

Proposition A.4 and use the notation in (A.I). Moreover, we assume (* 1)- (*3)

for px G Sq(°T*U) .Then, by the openness of the conditions (*l)-(*3), any px

sufficiently close to px also satisfies (* 1)- (*3), after possibly reducing the size

of U.

First, we construct a nondegenerate phase function associated to x given in

Proposition A.4. Using local coordinates (x,¿;) in Z)(0 e^ and (y,n) in DZo

respectively, we express the canonical transformations x by x(x ,í) = (y ,n).

Let z0 = (y0, n0) G °T*U and assume y0 = 0. Let V0 be the tangent space

of the fiber through a point zQ in TzT*Rn . V0 is a Lagrangian subspace. Put

Vt = (exp tH )tV0, where exp tH denotes the 1-parameter flow of the Hamil-

tonian vector field H . Then, Vt can be identified with a subspace of TZfT*Rn .

Set (X~\(VQ) = V¿ 'and (x~\(Vt) = V[, so V[ = (exptH(l)X- By (*3),

there exists a Lagrangian subspace X of T^^T*UX which is transversal to

the tangent space of the fiber at (0,en) and to V[ . Now, by the transversality

of Ax and the tangent space of the fiber at (0,en), we can write X    as

X± = {(x0,Ç0,ôx,âÇ)\âÇ' = yAijôxj) ,
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where A¡, is a symmetric matrix (cf. [D, Theorem 3.4.7]). Hence, by the

coordinate change

(A.26) x\ =xx,...,x'n_x =xn_x,x'n = xn-(l/2)yAijx'xJ,

Xx becomes the tangent space to the manifold £ = en. For simplicity of

notation, we denote the new coordinates x again by x. In the coordinates

(x , ... ,x"), we consider the canonical relation

C = {(x,Í ,y, n)\(x,Í) = x(y, v), (v, n) G DZq , (x,f ) e D[0eJ.

Since (x~)*(Vt) is transversal to the tangent space of the manifold £ = en ,

the mapping

(A.27) (x,Z,y,n)GC->(y,0

has injective differential at

(t,0,...,0,en,exptHpi(zQ)),

whenever exptH (z0) G Dz (cf. [D, Lemma 3.7.4], and [H2, Proposition

25.3.3]). Thus, there exists a phase function S(y ,Ç) such that C can be

parametrized locally by {(y ,d S(y ,Ç) ,d^S(y ,Ç) ,£)} and S(y,Ç) is nondegen-

erate, i.e., it satisfies detd dcS(y ,17) ̂  0. Furthermore, by taking sufficiently

small conic neighborhoods, we may assume that this discussion still holds for

the conic neighborhood chosen in Proposition A.4.

Sincerely the transversality condition is an open condition, the coordinates

above can be still used for any small perturbation of px. So, for any px suffi-

ciently close to px , we take D.0 e ,, Dz   sufficiently small so that the mapping

(A.27) associated to px becomes a diffeomorphism onto a conic open set C

which contains (0,en).

Proposition A.5. In the above situation,

(i) there exists a phase function S(;x) = S(y ,<!;;#)€ C°°(C) such that

(ia) S(y ,Z ; x) is positively homogeneous of degree one with respect to £ ;

(ib) S(y,Ç;x) is nondegenerate, i.e.,

(A.28) detdtdyS(y,C;x)¿0   inC;

(ic) x and n satisfy

(A.29) x = (diS(;X))(y,i),       n = (dyS(;x))(y,t)   inC.

(ii) There exist k5 G Z+ and ô5 > 0 such that for any s5 G Z+, the fol-

lowing properties hold: for \\pi-px\\,xfi)tk5 <S5, there exists a phase function

S(y,^;x(;pl))^C00(C) suchthat

(iia) S(y,Ç;x(',Pi)) satisfies the properties in (i) with X = X(\P\)\

(iib) S(x,n;x(;Pl)) satisfies

(A.30)     \\S(y,i7;x(-Jl)-S(y^;x(;Pl))\\{i,o),si,c^C5\\px-px\\(Xß)^+k5
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for some positive constant C5, where the norm is the restriction to C o/(A.l)

considered on (y, Q-space.

Let Ur and C/„ be fixed relatively compact open neighborhoods of x = 0

and y = 0, respectively. Later on, we will take Ux , U sufficiently small. We

define Axy = Ux x Uy x (Rn - {0}), Axy = Uy x Ux x (Rn - {0}), Ayy = Uy x

U x (Rn - {0}), and Axx = UxxUxx (Rn - {0}) respectively. Associated to the

canonical transformation y: Dm ) —► D. with the generating phase function

S(y,Ç) on C and a symbol a(y,x,Ç) G Sm(Ayx) with suppy {a(x,y,n) =

{(y A)\(y -, x ,Q G suppa for some x} contained properly in C, we define a

(microlocal) Fourier-integral operator order m by the oscillatory integral

(A.31) (F(a,x)f)(y) = jja(y,x,Ç)ei{S{y'i'x)-{xli))f(x)dxdn

for any / G C^t/^). Now, we recall some product formulas for pseudo-

differential and Fourier-integral operators [DH, H, K, OMY1-2 and OMYK7].

In the following, we fix an integer nQ sufficiently large.

Proposition A.6. (i) Let a = a(y,x,7\) G Sm(A) and b = b(x ,x,Ç) G

S   (Ay J . Assume that supp„ * a c C. There exist
xx y ,ç

A(;a,b,x) = A(y,x,t;a,b,x)GSm+m'(Avx), yx '

B(;a,b,x) = B(y,x,Z;a,b,x)GS "°(A)yx'

and

B(a,b,x) = B(y,x,£:;a,b,x)GS-"0(Avx) yx'

such that

(A32)
F(a,x)P(b) = F(A(;a,b,x),X) + F(B(;a,b,x),x)

+ P(B_oo(;a,b,x)),

where

(ia) the symbol A(;a,b ,x) of (A.32) satisfies suppy (A c C ;

(ib) the symbol B(;a,b ,x) of (A.32) satisfies suppx {/3cC;

(ic) the principal symbol Am+m, (;a,b,x) of A(;a,b ,x) is given by

(A.33) Am+m,(y,x>ï-,a,b,x) = am(y,dxS(y,Ç;X),Ç)bmAdiS(y,Ç;X),x,Ç).

(ii) Similarly, given a = a(y,x,Ç) g Sm(Ayx) and b' = b'(y',y,n) G

Sm'(Ayy), supp^^a' c C, there exist Ä(;a ,b',x) = A'(y,x,£,;a',b',x) G

Sm+m'(Axy), B'(;a',b',x) = B'(y,x,H;a ,b',X) G S-"°(Ayx), and

B'_oo(;a',b',x) = B'_oo(y,x,l;;a',b',x) = S-n\Ayx) suchthat

P(b')F(a' ,x) = F(A'(;a' ,b' ,x),X) + F(B'(;a ,b' ,x),X)
(A.34) , ,    ,

+ P(B'_oo(;a',b',x)),
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where

(iia) suppy(A' cC;

(iib) suppy(B'cC;

(iic) the principal symbol A'm+m, of A'(;a,b,x) is given by

(A.35) A'm+m,(y ,x ,Z;a,b ,x) = b'm,(y ,y ,dyS(y ,Ç;x))aJy ,x ,0.

(iii) There exist k6GZ+, S6> 0 such that, for any m6 G Z+ , the following
estimates hold:

\\A(;ä,b,x)-A(;a,b,x)\\m+m,^

< C6Í\X - ¿U+^ZW, + \\à - aL,mi+k6 + II* - b\\m-,mi+kf) •

\\B(;ä,~b,x)-B(;a,b,x)\\_n0im6

< C6{\x - X\mt+k6j5(Qca) + \\a - a\\m,mb+k6 + \\b' - b'\\¿,>m4k¿},

\\B_oo(;ä,b,x)-B_oo(;a,b,x)\Ln0tm6

(A 36) " C"m ~ ''"•t**^" + "* T fl|1'»•'»*+** + ll¿' " Ô|U««W'

\\A\;ä',b',x)-A\;a,b',x)\\m+m<,n6

< C6{\X - /U6+i6,ö(0,,, + IIa' - a'Wm,m^ + W~b' - b'\\m',mb+k<)>

\\B'(;ä',b',x)-B'(;a',b',x)\\_no,m6

Ï C6{\X-X\m6+k6,D{0í,n) + \\â'-a\\mmb+kf> + fb' - b'\\m,mb+h},

WB'^-ra' ,b' à)-^^;^ ,b' ,x)\\_no^

< C6{\x - X\m6+k6Äoeni + \\a - a\\m,mt+K t H¿' - ^U^+U >

if\X-X\ktAo^<S6'   \\a-a\\m,k6<â6>   H*-ÔIL,*6<a6'   llâ'-a'lL,*è<<î6'

\\a - a'\\m k < ô6, and a,b, ... satisfy the assumptions of(i) and (ii).

Proof. Composing (A.24) and (A.31), we have

(A.37)
(F(a;x)P(b))f(y)

= ¡j ei{S(y *-™+<*-*Wa(y ,x,i)Hx,x', n)f(x') dx' dn dx &

Given a positive constant M > 0, let v(7\) g C^°(R") be a cutoff function

satisfying

(A.38) i/«f) s 1    on|i|<iM,       v(í) = 0   on |{| > M.

Divide (A.37) into two parts:

(A.39) F(a,x)P(b)f(y) = (I°°(;a,b,x)f(y) + I0(;a,b,x)f(y),
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where

I°°(;a,b,x)f(y)

, U ei(y-x'\n) Uy eWÄ-(x|c-,>-Wrt]flö, p,f0

x i/(^)¿(x,x ,n)dxdl\ > f(x')dx'dn

and

/oi;«^^)/^)^//^^^^^1^

xa(y,x,¿;)¿>(x,x',//)(l -v(7\))f(x')dx'dndxd7\.

We easily see that I°°(;a,b,x) can be absorbed into the third term on the right-

hand side of (A.32). Now we consider I0(;a,b,x) ■ Choose positive constants

0 < C, < C2, and C°° cutoff function y/(Ç,n) of positively homogeneous of

degree zero, satisfying

(A.40)   y/(^,r,) = l   on {\Ç - n\ < Cx\n\}   and    supp^ c {|£ - n\ < C2\n\}.

We divide /0 into two parts:

(A.41) I0(;a,b,X)f(y) = Ç(;a,b ,X)f(y) + l'0(;a,b ,X)f(y),

where

^ñy) = ISe'{S(y4)~{Xm{X~X'l"])*(y.*.«*<*,x ,rj)(l-v(0)

x(l-y/(£, n))f(x) dx dn dx dZ\

x (1 - i/(£))(l - W{Z, tj))dx, dt 1 f(x') dx' dn

and

i'0f(y) = fjem"»-™1¡<y¿,nW)d3¿in

where

i'0\y,x ,t])

Notice that

la^scv ,i) - Mi) + <x - *'to>}| = K - vl > c,]f/|,

ICI^d + C,"1)!«-!?!   onsupp(l-^).
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Thus, using integration by parts, we see that Fj° can also be absorbed into the

third term of (A.32). Since

w» *>«(£>S(y,Ç)-S(y,n)-(y\Ç-n) = ( ,    dtS(y ,rt +8(1;-n)d8 - x\ü-n

we put

tl" = t-n,       y"= f diS(y,n + d(7--n);x)d8-x.
Jo

By Taylor's theorem, we have

i;= IJe,{y"WI)(l-^))¥(tj" + n,rj)

(A.42) x a(y > v(s(y ' "" +n -1) - y" >n" + ?)
I   /-,     f-r/ " \ II I .      .     II    ~¡     II

xb(VçS(y,n  +n,n)-y ,x ,n)dy dn

= F(A(;a,b,x),x) + F(B(;a,b,x),x)

where

V{S(j/,{,!/)= fd(S(y,n + 8(t-n)d8),
Jo

and A(;a,b,x) and B(a;b,x) satisfy Proposition A.6(i). In fact, since |z/"| <

C, |z/| on supp <//(z/" + z/, >/), we get

(A.43) |*7" + »7| > |^|-|»i"| >(l-C2)\n\    on suppy/(n" + n,n).

Also, since |z/" + n\ > C2x(l - C2)|z/"| on supp^(zy" + n,n), the principal

symbol of A can be easily obtained from the Taylor series for the amplitude of

(A.22) around n" = 0 and integration by parts with respect to y" . The property

(ia) is clear from (ic), and (ib) follows from \n"\ < C2\n\ and (1 - C2)\n\ <

\n"+n\ < (1+C2)|z7| on supp y/(r¡"+n,n) provided that C2 is taken sufficiently

small. The principal symbol of A is easily obtained.

Now we shall prove (ii). Computing P(;b')F(;a ,x) directly, we have

(A.44)
P(;b')F(;a',x)f(y)

= I ■   I eiliy~y'M+Siy' 4)-ixmb'(y., y , rj)a'(y , x, ç)/(x) dx ft dy' dn,

for f G C™(UX). Using the cutoff function i/(£) G C0°°(R) given in (A.38), we

divide (A.44) into two parts:

(A.45) P(;b')F(;a',x) = J°°(;a ,b',x) + J0(;a ,b',x)

where

J00(;a',b',x)=í---íei[{y-y'M+S{y''()-{xl())

xa'(y ,x, Ç)b'(y, y , n)v(Ç)f(x) dx dt, dy dn.
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and

J0(;a',b',x)-j---le^y-y'M+S(y'A)-Mi))

xa'(y ,x,7,)b'(y ,y ,n)(l - v(7\))f(x) dxdeldy dn.

Rewrite 7°° ( ; a', b', x) as follows:

(A.46) J°°(;a' ,b' ,x) = jj e,{y-xMB"°°(y,x,r,)f(x)dxdr],

where

B"00(y,x,n;a ,b',x)

= a e-t(y'-m {emy' Xr-Mtyç f y f n))J{y, ( x ( íV(í) ¿y ^

>"oo.
By a direct computation, we see that B     (;a,b,x) can be absorbed into the

third term of (A.34).

Next we consider J0( ; a , b', x) ■ Notice that there exists a positive constant

C > 1 such that

C|i|> JidyS(y + d(y'-y),i)dd >C~X\7\

for y,y ,<* such that (y,£) ,(y ,£,)gC.

We choose positive constants 0 < Cx < C2 with C, is small enough and C2 is

large enough so that

{(ç,zz)|C,|ç|<M<C2|ç|}

{U, ÍdS(y + 8(y'-y),Z)dd{(«./W
We take a smooth function y/(l;,n) on R" x R" - {(0,0)} of homogeneous

degree 0 such that suppy c {(^,z/)|(l/2)C1|<^| < \r¡\ < 2C2|<!;|}, and

(A.47) >P(i,n) = l   on {C,|i| < |ii| < C2|i|}.

Moreover, we divide J0(;a ,b' ,x) into two parts:

(A.48)       J0(;a ,b',X)f(y) = J0°°(;a ,b',X)f(y) + JrT(;a ,b',X)f(y),

where

^(;a\¿z\^)/(y)=y"...y'^<>'->''i^+^'-í)-^ií>ki-^(0)(i-^^^))

•b\y,y ,n)a(y ,x,í)f(x)dxdidy dn

= ffeHy-xK) Í ffeil-(y'-y\i)+s(y'£)-iy\()lb'lyy'^)

>a{y',x,Q(l-u(Q)(l-¥(Z,*l))dyd'il}f(x)dxJZ
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and

xb'(y,y, n)a'(y', x, Ç)f(x) dx del dy dn.

By the definition of y/, we get

\dy,[-(y'-y\n) + S(y',0-(y\m>C,m + \n\)   on supp(l - ¥)

for some C3. Then, using the operator

^ = {i^[-(y-y|z/)+5(/,ç)-(yio]ir\[-(/-^k)+5(y,o-(yio]4^
we easily see that 70°° can be absorbed into the third term in (A. 34). Changing

the variables (x', n) to

Y = y'-y,       i= f dS(y' + 8(y'-y),cl)dd-n,
Jo

we rewrite J'Q(;a ,b',x) as

(A.49) J'( ; a', b', x)f(y) = // ei(S(y '^ Wi V(y, x, {)/(*) dx #,

for

B"(y,xA;a ,b',x)

= IJei{mW(7,VyS(y,y',Q-i:)ip(cl,VyS(y,y,cl)-t:)

x (I - v(VyS(y ,y' ,Ç) - Qb'(y ,Y + y ,VyS(y ,y' ,Ç) - Ç)

xa'(Y + y,x,l)dYdC

= A'(;a,b,x) + B'(;a,b,x),

where we put VxS(y, y , í\) = f0 dyS(y + 8(y' -y),n)d8. Here we may assume

|y| = \y' - y\ is sufficiently small; if not we absorb the part for rest of Y into

the third term in (A. 34). By a Taylor expansion around Ç = 0, integration

by parts and the definition of y/, we easily obtain (iia), (iic). Property (iib) is

easily verified by taking (y - y) sufficiently small.

Finally, we trivially check property (iii). In fact, the only ambiguity in the

previous computation is the choice of cutoff functions. These functions can be

fixed if x is sufficiently close to x ■ Thus, the continuity of the symbols of

(A.32) and (A.34) in a, b, a , B' and x is easily obtained (cf. [Hl, K and

OMY2]).
We define the adjoint type operators of (A.32) by

(A.50) (F+(d,x)g(x) = II d(x,y,r,)ei{(xlr,)-S{y'"'x))g(y)dydT1,

where d(x,y,n) G Sm(Axy) and suppy nd c C.
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Proposition A.7. (i) Let d = d(y,y ,n') G Sm(A   )  and e = e(x,y,n) G

Sm (Axy) with suppy,   , d(y,y',n') c C. Then, there exist symbols

C(;e,d,x) = C(x,y ,n;e,d,x) G Sm+m'(Axy),

■.—no
"\,e ■," ,/.) = isys.,y ,r¡ ,e ,u ,x) «= C

and

D(;e,d,x) = D(x,y,n;e,d,x)eS n°(Axy)

D_00(;e,d,x) = D_oo(x,y,r];e,d,x)GS n°(Axy)

such that

(A.51)       P(e)F+(d,x) = F+(C(;e,d,x);x)

+ F+(D(;e ,d ,x);x) + P(D_Je ,d ,x)),

where

(ia) suppyt¡C(;e,d,x)c C;

(ib) suppyr¡D(;e,d,x)cC;

(ic) the principal symbol of C(;e ,d ,x) is given by

(A.52) Cm+m,(x,y,n) = e(x,VllS(y,n),n)d(VriS(y,n),y,n).

(ii) Let d' = d'(x,y,n) G Sm(Axy) and e = e'(y,y ' ,n') g Sm'(Ayy) with

supp     d'(x,y, n) c C. Then there exist symbols
y,n

C'(;e',d',x) = C(x,y,ri;e',d',x)GSm' m (A   ),
■xyi

D'(;e',d',x) = D'(x,y,n;e',d',x)GS n"(Axy)

and

D7oo(;e,d',x) = D,_oo(x,y,n;e,d',x)eS-"0(Axy)

such that

(A.53)   F+(d',x)P(e') = F+(C'(;e',d',x);x)

+ F+(D'(;a' ,b' ,x);x) + P(D'_oc(;e' ,d' ,x)):

where

(iia) suppyr)C'(;e',d',x)cC;

(iib) suppyr¡D'(;e',d',x)cC;

(iic) the principal symbol of C'(;e ,d', x) is given by

(A.54) C'm+m,(x,y, n) = d'(x,y, n)e'(y,y, VyS(y, r,)).
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(iii) There exists zc7 e Z+, and ö7 > 0, such that for any m7 G Z+, the

following estimates hold:

\\C(;ê,d,X) - C(;e,d,x)\\m+m,,mi

< C7{\x -*lm7+*7,75(o,f„) + ll^-^IL,«,+*, + Wë - eL',1*^} >

\\D(;è,d,x)-D(;e,d,x)\\_n0imi

< C7{\x - x\mi+klÄ0eni + \\d' - d'\\mttni+kl + \\ë - e\\m,mi+ki},

\\D_oo(;ê,d,x)-D_oo(;e,d,x)\\_n0>mi

< C7{\X - X\mi+klj){aj!ri) + II" _"llm,m7+*7 + 11^ ~ e"m' ,rrn+kn} '

(A-55)    \\C'(;ë,d,x)-C'(;e,d,x)\\m+m,,mi

< C7{\x - X\mi+kl,ß(0ení + \\d - d\\mmi+ki + \\ë - e\\m, mi+ki},

\\D'(;è,d,X)-D'(;e,d,x)\Lno,mi

< Ci{\X-X\mi+kl^0jtn) + \\d-d\\mmi+h + \\e-e\\m,mi+ki},

WD'^-J' ,d' ,x)-D'_oo(;e' ,d' ,x)\\_n^mn

< c7{\x -x\mi+klAûen) + ll^-^'L^+zt, + II*' - *'IL< ,«,+*,} >

if\\x-x\\klAo<,nl<S7, \\d-d\\mjci<ô7, \\d'-d'\\mM<ô7, Wë-eW^KÔ,

and \\e - e'\\m, k < â7 and d,... ,e  are as in (i) or (ii).

Proof. Since the proof is almost the same as in Proposition A.6, we only indicate

the cutoff functions used in the proof of (i). As for the proof of (ii), see the

proof of Proposition A.6(ii), which is essentially the same.

Using the cutoff function u(n') defined by (A.38), we make the following

decomposition:

(A.56)
(P(e)F+(d,X)f)(x)

= j...j en<*-y\»>+(y\n')-sty> ,n\{x, y, ^ jf(y ,y', „')/(/) dy' dn' dy dn

= r°°(;e,d,X)f(x) + i;(;e,d,x)f(x),
where

r°°(\e,d, x)f(x) = /•••/ eil{x-yW+{yi',')-S{y' '"%(«')

•e(x,y,n)d(y,y', n')f(y') dy' dn' dy dn,

r0(;e,d,x)f(x) = I... I e^-M+M-M^V-viri))

■e(x,y,n)d(y,y',n')f(y)dy dn'dydn.

Moreover, taking the cutoff function y/(n', n) defined by (A.40), we make the

following decomposition:

(A.57) r0(;e,d,x)f(x) = It0°°(;e,d,x)f(x) + r0'(;e,d,x)f(x),
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where

I*°°(;e,d,x)f(x)

= !...!en<*-yW«yW)-s(y'M{1 _ ^;,))(1 _ v{r{))

■e(x,y, n) d(y ,y , n')f(y')dy dn' dy dn,

I*'(;e,d,x)f(x)

= J...J eK*-y\«)+<yW)-s(y' ,n')i¥{tl> tn){l_ Hr]>)}

•e(x ,y,tj)d(y,y , n')f(y')dy dn' dy dn.

Proposition A.8. Assume Ux is convex, (i) Let bx = bx(x,n) G Sm(Axy) and

b2 = b2(x, n) G Sm'(A), suppv „ b' c C (j = 1,2). Then there exist symbols
xy x ,r¡

E(;bx,b2,x)eSm+m'(Axx) and F_œ(;è' ,b2 ,x) G S-"°(Axx), such that

(A.58)        F(b2,X)F+(bx ,x) = P(E(;b2,bX ,x)) + P(E_00(;b2,bx ,x)),

and the principal symbol of E is given by

(A.59)

Em+m,(x,x',Z) = b2(x,n(x,£))bx(x',n(x,£))\det(dxdrlS(x,tj(x,0)\  ',

where n(x ,£) is the function implicitly defined by £ = dxS(x, n).

(ii) There exists zcg G Z+ , ¿8 > 0 such that for any m% G Z+, the following

estimates hold:

\\E(;b2,bX,x)-E(;b2,bX,x)\\m+m,,ms

- C&{1* ~ ̂ U^a.ZW, + H¿1 - *'IL .-,.+*, + II*' - b2\L',ms+ks} >
(A.60)

\\E_oo(;b2,bX,x)-E_oo(;b2,bX,x)\\_n0,m¡

< cs{\x - x\mí+ksj5{0.cn¡ + ll¿1 - bl\\m,mt+kl + ll¿2 - ¿2IL',m8+zc8}

for some constant Cg > 0, // \x - X\ks^0en) < â&'  1^' ~ è'lL,A:8 < ô»> and

\\b2 - b2\\m, k < ô% and b', i = l ,2, are as in (i).

Proof. By direct computation, we have

(A.61)
(F(b2,x)F+(bX,X)f)(x)

II emx ,„-s<y Mbi{x t n)bx{x, f n)Axl) dx, h

Using the cutoff function v(r\) defined by (A.38), we make the following de-

composition:

(A.62) (F(b2 ,X)F+(bX ,X)f)(x) = H°°(;bX ,b2 ,x)f(x)+H0(;bX ,b2 ,X)f(x),

where

H°°(;bx,b2, x)f(x) = II e'iSix '"^ Mu(r,)b2(x, tj)bx(x', n)f(x') dx' dr,,
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H0(;bX,b2,x)f(x)

= jjei(S[x''i)-S(x''r>))(l-u(r,))b2(x,r})bX(x',r1)f(x')dx'dr1.

It is easy to see that H°° can be absorbed into the second term of (A.58). Since

S(x, n) - S(x , n) = (x - x')VxS(x, x , n), where

VxS(x,x',n)=      dxS(x + 8(x -x),n)d8,
Jo

H0(;bX,b2,x)f(x)

= ¡I'ei{x-AVxS(x'x''"))(l-u(r]))b2(x,r])bx(x' ,t,)f(x')dx'dn.

Making the change of variables £, = VxS(x ,x', n), we get

H0(;bX,b2 ,X)f(x) = IIe'{x-x'li}( 1 - u(n(x,x ,Q)b2(x, n(x,x ,Q)

i    / /
■b (x ,n(x,x ,£,))

where n(x,x ,7\) is the function implicitly defined by £ = VxS(x,x',n).

Since the phase function S(x,n) on C is defined by x > me existence of

n(x ,x ,1;) is assured by the convexity of Ux . Now, by the Taylor expansion

around n = 0 and integration by parts, we easily see (i). Also, just as before,

the property (ii) may be trivially verified.

We need to consider invertible pseudodifferential operators, of order 0 on

U = Ux = U , using an easy computation as in [K, OMY1 and OMYK7].

Although [OMY1 and OMYK7] work on a compact Riemannian manifold N,

here we only consider the simple case where N is an open neighborhood of 0

with a flat metric.

Proposition A.9. (i) Let P(a) be a pseudodifferential operator defined by (A.24)

with symbol a = a(x, x , £) e Sm(Axx). Then there exists a'( ; a) = a'(x, £) G

Sm(Ax) such that

(A.63) P(a) = P(a'(;a)).

Let c = c(x,i) G S~m(Ax). Assume that P(c) is elliptic on r,0 e )(r9x,r9A .

Then there exist symbols g(;c) G S~m(Ax), h(;c) G S~"°(AX), q'(;c) G

S~m(Ax) and h'(;c) gS~"°(Ax) suchthat

(A.64)      P(c)P(q(;c))-I = P(h(;c)),       P(q'(;c))P(c) - I = P(h'(;c)).

D(rj)

D(Z)
f(x ) dx dn
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(ii) Moreover, in (i) and (ii), there exist k9 G Z+, ôg > 0, such that for any

positive m9, the following estimates hold:

\\a'(;ä)-a(;a)\\m^<C9\\ä-a\\m^,

\\q(;c) - q(;c)\\_mn¡9 < C9\\c - c\\_mm9+kí),

(A.65) \\h(;è) - A(;c)||_„o>W9 < C9\\c - c\\_mm+h,

\\q'(;c)-q'(;c)'\\_mm9<C9\\c-c\\_mm9+k9,

\\h'(;c)-h'(;c)\\_nom9<C9\\c-c\\_mm9+k9

for some positive constant C9, if \\ä - a\\m k > S9, ||c - c\\_m k > S9.

Finally, we give a microlocal normal form of a real principal type operator

as follows. Take open conic neighborhoods D,Q   > and Dz   of (0,en) and z0

satisfying Z)(0^ c Z)(0a) and DZo C L\q ,*(/>«, a)) = ¿>Zo respectively. Also,

put C' = D,n „. x D,   and denote by C' the image of the mapping (A.27).
\y >"n) ¿0

Theorem A.10. (i) Let p(y,n) G C°°(°F*R") be a symbol of order 1 and as-

sume (*l)-(*3). Given z0 = (0,n0) G°T*Uy, let TZo be a conic open neigh-

borhood and x(\P) be a canonical transformation positively homogeneous of

degree one defined on D,0   , given in Proposition A.4 such that x(®->en) = z0,

X(Dm ,) = F . Then there exist symbols bx = bx(y,x,i\;x) e S°(AVX) and

b2 = b2(x ,x' ,Ç' ;x) G S°(Axx) with supple1, suppx, ¿.b2 c~C and symbols

cx(;p)GS-"°(Ayy) andk2(kx(;p) G S-n(,(AJ and k2( ;p) G S~"°(A   Ï such that

(A.66) F(bX(;p))F+(b2(;p)) = I + P(kX(;p))    on DZq,

(A.67) P(;p)F(bX(;p);x)~F(bX(;p);x)Dxi =P(k2(;p)).

(iii) There exist zc,0 eZ+, ¿10 > 0 such that, for any mx0 G Z+, the following

properties hold: for p(y, n) G Sx(°T*Uy) satisfying \\p - p\\k[0 < àxo, we have

\\b\;P) - b\;p)||0mio < CI0||p -p\\,,mio+fcio   for i =1,2;

(A.68) \x(;P)-x(;p)\miojjÍOenl <cxo\\p-p\\XmiQ+kio;

l|/V'(;p)-^(;F)IL„0,,,0<C10||p-p||1)mio+,io  for 1-1,2

for some positive constant Cxo.

Proof. Let F(a,x) and F+(a,x) be Fourier integral operators with symbol

a = a(y ,f ) G S°(Ayx) satisfying

(A.69) suppy¿a c C,       a=l    on C.

Then we have

(A.70) F(a,x)F+(a,x) = I,    on Dz<¡
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and

(A.71) PF(a,x)-F(a,x)Dx=F(a,x)R

where Dx = (l/i)d/dxx and R is of degree 0. Now, by the following method

we will drop F(a,x)R up to order -n0. To do this, we seek A satisfying

A(DX + R)A~  = Dx. Namely, we consider

(A.72) [A,Dx] + AR = 0       (mod 5""°).

This can be solved by successive approximations, writing A as a sum A =

Z°°=0Aj and seek each AJ g S~j(Axx) such that QN = [Ejlo^'^J

+ (E/Lo^/)-^ e S~N~l(Xxx). This only requires that each AN satisfies the

equation

dA
(A.73) i—f + o(R)AN = -o(QN_, ),

dx

where a(-) denotes the principal symbol. The above equations have solutions,

homogeneous of degree -N in the considered neighborhood, because the tra-

jectory of d/dx is contained in it. Thus there exists some amplitude b

satisfying (i). Moreover, by multiplying (A.70) by a suitable elliptic pseudodif-

ferential operator on the right, we get (i). By the method above, the continuous

dependence of the solution can be directly obtained by Proposition A. 5 and

Propositions A.8-A. 11.

Appendix B

The purpose of this part of appendix is to prove Theorem 3.1.

Put

V = <t>(u + u0)-®(u0),       f = g-ú>(u0).

If UG C°°(Rn ,R ) is a solution of the equation

(B.l) ¥(«)==/   hit/,,

then u + u0 will clearly be a solution of the (3.3).

Rewriting the conditions (3.1) and (3.2) in terms of $'(«), we obtain that,

for any u  (\\u\\a < S), s > d and h G HS(R"),

(B.2) ^(m)^ = h   in Ux,

admits a solution v g Hs~d(Rn) with the estimate

(B.3) B»IU<C,(j|*||,+'||iiy|A||rf),
where C, is independent of u and h . For future reference, we denote this v

by x¥'(u)~xh.

In order to solve (B.l), we define functions {un} by

(B.4) ("'=°'
l»wi = «» + s».''.      ("2 1),
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where se(6 > 1) are the usual smoothing operators for the Banach scale HS(R")

(s G R), 6n = 6 with T = | and large enough 9 > 1, zi0, and pn =

V'(unyxeRgn with

(B.5) £„=/-¥(«„)•

Here
e://í(/71)^//í(R"),       R: Hs(Rn)-^ H5(UX)

are the extension operator and the restriction operator, respectively.

First we prove the following inequalities (i) , (ii)-, (iii) _j (j > 1) by

induction on j. Namely, there exists a sufficiently large integer s0 > m and

small n (0 < n < 1) such that, for any / (||/||, < n) and nonnegative integer

j,

(i);-   \\Uj\\a<S;

0
(ii).   UjCiMOJ"
(Hi)y \\Pj\\a<Mej7l.

are valid for some positive numbers M,p,a independent of / and j.

For y = l, the validity of these inequalities immediately follows by setting

(B.6) M = Q\.

Assuming their validity for j < n, we shall next prove that these inequalities

also hold for j = n + 1 .

Lemma B.l. Suppose

(B.7) a > [n/2] + m + l

and (i)n is valid. Then

,o
(B.8) H^Jir < ̂ {ll^,li; + ll"Ji;+w}   M any s >Q.

Here, [n/2] denotes the largest integer which is not greater than n/2.

Proof. This follows from the Sobolev embedding theorem and the following

lemma to

Sn-Si =-V(un) = -V(x,Dmun).

Lemma B.2 (Moser's Lemma). Let Q be a domain in Rn whose boundary is a

compact C°° hypersurface and let F(x, v) G B°°(Q x{«eR ; |v| < v0}) with

F(x,0) = 0. Then for any s > 0 and v G Hs'(SI), \\v\\Laa{a) < v0, we have

(B.9) \\F(-,v(-))\\<C(s,\F\B^)\\v\\H,(n),

where |F|ÄJ+, denotes the maximum of the supnorms in SI x {\v\ < v0} of all

derivatives of F(x ,v) up to order s + 1.

Lemma B.3. Suppose

(B.10) a>m + d
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and (i) is valid for 1 < j < n. Then for any integer s* > m + d, there exists

6 > 1 such that

tn in ii»     ii  < ft(m+d)K*-{)+{\\0 m0
(B-11) K+lH* ^°n+l llalli*'

for any s (m + d <s < s*).

Proof. For the rest of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we use a common symbol K

to denote any constant which depends only on j, á and n. By (B.3), (B.4)

and noting that lle/te.lL < ^1|£,||? for any s > 0, we have
J    S IS

(B.12) \\ui+x\\s < \\Uj\\s + \\Seip,\\s < Kd^+d(\\Uj\\s + WfWlj

for any i (1 < / < n). Using (B.12) recursively and taking 6 large enough, we

see that

en iiï ii»     ii  «-fl^+^/^-'i+'nni0
(B-13) \\u„+l\\s^°n+l Un*

holds for any s (m + d < s < s*).

Now we assume (i) , (ii)   (1 < j < n) and try to prove (i)„+1 ,  (ü)„+1 >

(iii)n . By this assumption, Lemma B.l and Lemma B.3 hold.

We first prove (ii)„+1 . From (B.5),

(B.14) Irt-i-WVih^,)).

Combine (B.14) with

V(un+l)-V(utt)-V'(un)(uH+l-uH)
(B.15) m

= /o eY(6un + (i-d)un+x)(un+x-un)de.

Then we have

(B.16) gn^=gn-^(un)(un+x-un) + Qn,

where

(B.17)        Qn = -[lo.y"(dun + (l-d)un+x)(un+x-un,un+x-un)dd.
Jo

Since

(B.18) ^(un)Pn = gn   in I/,,

(B.4) and (B.16) imply

(B.19) Sn+X=^(un)(l-S6n)pn + Qn   inUx.

From Lemma B.l, Lemma B.3 and (B.3), we have

(B.20)    ippxxi -se>X < K^y^^-^d+iu^

(B-21) \\SenpJn < MK2C"\\gl\\l < MK^n.
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Here and throughout the proof of Theorem 3.1, Kx and K2 denote constants

depending only on s0 and a, respectively. If we take

(B.22) p>a,

a sufficiently large 8 and a sufficiently small n such that

(B.23) MKx8an~ßr]<a,

the estimate

(B.24) \\0utt + (l-6)utt+l\\<S       (O<0< 1)

follows from (B.4), (B.21), (i)„ . then,

(B-25) \\Qn\\d<Kxen        \\gx\\So

by (B.21), (B.24) and the well-known fact: for any integer 5 > [az/2] + 1, there

exists Cs > 0 such that

\\V'W\\Hs{a) < C5(\\v\\Loa{íl)\\w\\H¡{íí) + \\w\\LOB{a)\\v\\H¡(a))

for any v ,w G Hs(Sl), for SI as in Moser's Lemma. Therefore, from (B.19),

(B.20), (B.25), we have

(B.26) ll*„+.ll!<Vill*.C

(B.27) ß = max (^-~ + 2m -s0 + 2d + 1,2(a-p)) .

These immediately yield (ii)„+1 if we take 8 large enough and let s0, p satisfy

(B.28) s0 > 5(m + d) + 2(a - p) + 1,

(B.29) p. > 3a

so that ß > -pr.

Secondly, we prove (iii)n . By Lemma B.l, Lemma B.3, (B.3) and (ii)n ,

(B.30) II/>Jo**iOI*iC
(B.31) \\pX-d-m<^Ám+d),{X-l)+lUX0-

Suppose

(B.32) a<s0-m-d.

Interpolating (B.30), (B.31), we have

(B.33) \\Pn\\a<K,8l\\gx\\°So

with

(B.34) y =
-p(sQ -m-d -a) + a((m + d)/(r - 1) + 1)

s0 - m - d
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As before,  K^  denotes a constant depending only on a,  s0.   Now, for p

satisfying

(B.35) p >
(3a - 2a)(m + d) + 2as0 + a

Sq — m — d — a

which is equivalent to y < -2a, (»üi)/) is valid for sufficiently large 6 .

Thirdly, we prove (i)„+I • By (B.4) and (iii)    (j < n), we have

(B.36) K+1||a < ¿ ll",+1 - «j\\9 < K2M\\gx\\lJ2d-a < K2Mn
7=1 7=1

for sufficiently large 8. Hence, (i)n+, is true provided that

(B.37) K2Mn < ö.

In the above argument, the required conditions are (B.7), (B.10), (B.22),

(B.28), (B.32), (B.35) and (B.37). It is easy to check the existence of a, s0, a,

p, rj satisfying these conditions. Thus we have proved (i) , (ii) , (iii). (7 >

1).

Next we show the existence of a solution u of (B.l). By (B.36),

(B.38) \\Uj+l-uj\\a<K2M8-a\\gx\\l.

Thus {Uj} is a Cauchy sequence in Ha(Rn), because 0 monotonically in-

creases to infinity as 7 —> 00. Consequently, there exists u G Ha(R") such

that
lim u¡ = u   in Z/a(R ).

On the other hand, (ii) implies g¡ —> 0 (7 —> 00) in IT(UX). Hence, recalling

(B.7) and letting n tend to infinity in (B.5), we see that u is a solution of (B.l).

Finally, we prove u G C0o(R",RA') by following an idea due to [S]. It is

enough to prove that {Uj} converges in Ha (Rn) for any a . By the same

arguments which led to (B.12) and (B.31), we have

(B.39) IK+,llí<^C"(IKIIí + lkí).
(B.40) \\pn\\s-m-d < *(ll£, t-m + IKIU    for any 5 > m + ^.

Using (B.39) recursively, we have

(B.41) ^\K+i\\s<K86n[mx+d)-

Combining (B.40) and (B.41) n , we obtain

(B.42) Up || . < K86{m+d).

Now, suppose s >m + d, a <s -m-d. The interpolation of (B.30) and

(B.42) yields

(B.43) \\pX<K4e:,
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a = -p(s -m-d-a') + 6a'(m + d)

s - m- d

where K4 is a constant depending only on s0, s, ô and n. Clearly, by taking

5 large enough in (B.43), (B.44), we have

(B.45) \\pn\\a, < Kd8:b   for some ¿> > 0.

As before, we can prove that {Uj} is also a Cauchy sequence in H  (R ). Since

a   can be taken arbitrarily large, we can conclude u G C°°(R" , R^) with the

aid of Sobolev's embedding theorem. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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